
CHAPTER6 

THE NARMADA BACHAO ANDOLAN 

6.1. INTRODUCTION 

Water in a contemporaq society has undoubtedly become a site where 

contending perceptions meet. Recognizing the 4nportance of the politics of 

water, Karl Wittfogel (1957) stated that every society is based on_ hy<:lropolitics. 

The conflicts over water reflect the physical and symbolic character of water and 

can therefore focus on issues as diverse as particular physical infrastructure or 

non-sta-te specific ideology. The water is requisite to human life inevitably means 

that water is also fundamental to culture. Therefore, syste~ns must be in place to 

. distribute water in ways that reduce the possibility of 'conflict. However, the 

contemporary societies have been experiencing a bourgeoning of water related 

conflicts throughout the world, especially with the rise and global spread of big 

dam building. Until 1960s-1970s, the water discourse of the multilateral agencies 

can be described as the ',hydraulic mission' (Swyngedouw: 1998; Reisner: 1984), 

commensurate with the drive towards modernity in which settlements and 

ecosystems submerged during construction of dams were seen as necessary 

sacrifices for the greater common good. Since then, Wade (1997) describes the 

upsurge of environmental projects, assessments and strategies within the World 

Bank (which is the chief funding agency for such projects) as 'mission overload', 

responding to the pressure from beyond areas iinmediatcly affected by Llams. ·, 

Consequent to this, a negotiated 'complex multilateralism' emerges as the 

development agencies are influenced by, and form links with, social movements 

(0' Brien et al: 2000). This relationship with the non-state actors is new, but the 

depth and ext~nt of the policy 'greening' is unclear as it is still emerging, and the 

movements and the multilateral agencies arc diverse and internally differentiated. 
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Thus, today the discourse on water and dams has become almost synonymous to 

the discourse on conflicts throughout the globe. 

In India too, all major rivers are dammed or are in the process of being 

so. This has, however, not been able to deliver good to the local populace in the 

areas of the big dams, and therefore, the questions are now being raised about 

the viability of large dams that have often proved to be ecological disasters. The 

performance of the large dams in India has not been laudable. Viewed in terms of 
j • 

their contribution to irrigation, the India Case Study Report of the World 

Commission on Dams (WCD) makes harsh judgement on the capacity of the 

large dams to deliver on promises of increased irrigation. In terms of Cost-

Benefits Ratio (CBR), the dams seem to have started off badly and gotten worse 

from there (see Singh, 1997 and Nilsen, 2005 for details). ·However, we have little 

data to review the performance of large dams in terms of their hydro-power 

capacity. Nonetheless, it is now widely seen that the large dams have been 

criticized for the disasters related to them-social, economic, and environmental. 

The negative externalities produced by the construction of large dams have, 

therefore, resulted in the -rise of conflicts, often c11lrnimiting into large scale social 

rnovements in contemporary India (see Chapter 4: Taxonomy of environmental 

movements in India), in the form of environmental movements, which constitute 

a bulk of the environmental movements in the country. Silent Valley and Munnar 

in Kerala, Bedthi in Karnataka, Tehri and Vishnuprayag in Uttaranchal, Koel-

Karo in Bihar, Lalpur in Gujarat, Bhopalapatanam and Inchampali in Madhya 

Pradesh, Maharas;ra and Andhra Pradesh borders, and the dams across the 

Narmada in Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra and Gujarat arc some leading examples 

where dam related disasters like ecological dcvas,tation and human displacement 

h:wc taken place or arc in the offing. 
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The system of water harnessing through the construction of large dams 

and the resultant conflicts over the issue of distribution of water resources have, 

therefore, contributed to the multiplication of peoples' movements on the _issue. 

The Table below shows the important ant-dam struggles in India since the early 

1970s, and the main issues raised by such protest movements. 

Table 6.1: 

The Details of Soml,! Major Dams and Related Issues 

Name of the Dam Year Main Issue of Protest . Details 
Since the 
Protest 
Became 
Active 

Koel Karo, Bihar 1973 +Tribal Displacement 1256 villages affected, 
+Loss of Forest mostly tribal 

Tehri Dam, 1978 + Fragility of _195 Villages affected 
U ttaranchal Ecosystem Displacement of 
(Previously UP) + Dislocation of about 70,000 people 

People 
Subarnarekha, Bihar 1978 +Displacement and Displacement of 

+ Rehabilitation 1,20,000 People 
Bcdhi, Karnataka 1979 +Environment and About 4000 Tribal 

+Displacement Displacement 
Bhopalapatanam- 1983 +Displacement Affecting about 
Inchampalli +Loss of Livelihood 75,000 Tribals 

+Environment 
Sardar Sarovar on 1985 +Resettlement and Displacement of 
Narmada, Guiarat +Rehabilitation about 400,000 People 
Bochghat on 1986 +Environment Affecting about 
Indrawati 10,000 People 
Maheswar Dam, 1992 +Resettlement and About 400,000 to be 
Narmada, Madhya +Rehabilitation affected 
Pradesh 
Bisalpur on Banas 1993 +Resettlement and Displacement of over 
and Dai, Rajasthan + Rehas bilita tion 70,000 people 
Bargi on Narmada 1994 + Displace1pent and Submergence of about 
in Madhya Pradesh +Rehabilitation 162 villages 

' (Source: State of Indta's envu·onment: Centre for Sc1cnce and Lnv1ronment, New 

Delhi) 

However, the debate on the ecological impact of dams has generally 

remained confmed to environmentalists alone. Hence, the study of the politics of 
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brge dams has become prominent on the agenda of social scientists in the recent 

years. 

The present study concerns with the Narmada Bachao J\ndolan which 

_developed as a critical response to damming Narmada, India's most ambitious 

development project to date, and yet the most controver~ia1. The Narmada water 

dispute and the consequent movement in the Narmada Valley, for a political 

scientist, provides a classic illustration of three highly complex problems: 

allocating a resource and the costs and benefits of developing it in a federation 

where two or more states and a central government are jurisdictionally involved; 

sharing water in an upstream-downstream conflict; and resolving the conflict 

between human rights and environmental justice on the one hand, and 

government and pro-development interests, on the other. 

6.2. CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND 

The Narmada Basin covers an area of approximately 94, 500 square 

kilometers between the Vindhya and the Satpura ranges iQ.' Central India. It is the 

site of the Narmada Valley Development Project (NVDP), an ambitious project 

that seeks to harness the river Narmada that flows through the three states of 

·Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra and Gujarat, which envisages that thirty big dams; 

one hundred and thirty-five medium dams, and three thousand small dams will 

be constructed on the Narmada river and its forty-one tributaries. However, the 

Narn1ada basin has such characteristic that has led the people to oppose the 

project envisaged by the state. This is because between gorges flanked by densely 

forested basaltic hills, the 1312 kilometers long Narmada Valley contains large 

alluvial plains in Madhya Pradesh. To the West, the Narmada River meanders 

' through Gujarat widening into a 25-kilometer long estuary as it flows into the 

Culf of Cambay. !\:[ore than 22 million people live in the valley ant.! several tribal 

groups, particularly Bhils and Gonds occupy the fo~ested uplands. The project is 

estimated to affect over 2.5 lakh of people. The Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP) and 

the Narmada Sagar Project (NSP) arc the two brgcst dams to be constructed in 

rhe Narmada River, anq the SSP alone will submerge 245 villages: 19 in Gujarat, 

33 in ?viaharastra, and 193 in Madhya Pradesh. Thus these two projects have 

Temained controversial owing to their large-scale displacement and problems of 
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humane rehabilitation. This has resulted in the emergence of a protest movement 

unique of its kind called the 'Narmada Bachao Andolan'. However, it needs to be 

noted and clarified here tat although resistance in te Narmada Valley is often 

eL1uated with the Narmada Bachao i\ndolan's campaign against te SSP, just as the 

Narmada Valley Development Project is more tan the SSP, the NBA is also more 

than the struggle aginst tc SSP, embracing within its fold the protests against the 

Maheswar and the Bargi Dams, too. 

The movement has drawn upon a multiplicity of discourses for protests 

such as displacement risks and resettlement provisions; environmental impact 

and sustainability issues; financial implications of the project; forceful evictions 

and violations of civil liberties; issues pertaining to river valley planning and 

management; implications of western growth model, and alternative development 

and appropriate 'technology, among many others. The (liovemcnt uses various 

tools of protest such as Saryagraha (political action based on tmth and ~on

violence as coined by Gandhi), }a/ S amatpan (sacriftcial drowning in the rivers), 

RaJta Roko (road blockade at strategic points), Gaon Bandhi (refusing the entry of 

government officials in to the villages), demonstrations and rallies, hunger strikes 

and blockade of projects. 

The Narmada Bachao Andolan as successfully brought to public domain 

the hitherto closed and protected discourse on mega development projects, 

thereby opening new vistas for environmental movements. The protest also has 

pointed out the necessity to address the shortcomings in institutional frameworks 

governing big developmental projects by laying bare the ecological implications 

of such mega development projects. 

r\s Routledge (2003) notes, the Narmada Bachao I\ndolan has been 

conducting its resistances across mult6iple scales. It has groundec.l its resistances 

against the project in the villages, and it has also taken the stmggles to non-local 

terrains including the national and international levels. These resistances arc 

articulated within a number of inter-related realms. In the political realm, the 

:\ndolan has challenged the state centered and increasingly trans-corporate biased 

character of the political process, articulating criticFtcs of neoliberal development 
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ideology and the role of the state. In the environmental realm, it is involved in a 

struggle to protect local ecological resources like forests and rivers. In the 

economic realm, it articulates a conflict over access to productive natural 

resources like forests, land and water that are under threat of exploitation by the 

three riparian states and the transnational corporations. And, finally
1 

tn the 

cultural front, it articulates to protect the identities and solidarities of the 

communities of the communities affected by the project wh!ch are grounded 

around issues of kinship, neighbourhood and the everyday social interactions. 

Hence, the movement involves interplay of various socio-political, economic and 

environmental variables at different levels from a local remote tribal hamlet to a · 

sophisticated office of the transnational company at the international level. This 

complex interaction between the movement variables lend it the scope to move 

and transform, thereby affecting not only these variables but the entire 

relationship between the movement,. the state and the public policy. This 

provides a challenging and a unique opportunity fo( a social scientist to 

comprehend its dynamic and transformative character aml its consequent 

implications to public policy and the society. 

The Narmada Bachao Andolan has been hailed as a good example of the 

environmental movement in India (Shiva and Bandyopadhyay: 1989; Gadgil and 

Guha:.1995), and has attracted a wide scholarly attention (\X'ood: 1993; Omvedt: 

1993; Baviskar: 1995; Sangvai: 2002; Khagram: 2004; Nilsen: 2006). It is 

undoubtedly the most famous Indian example of resistance to large Dams. As 

one of the leading anti-dam movements in India, the Narmada Bachao Andolan 

has waged a long, multi-pronged fight against the Nan::nada Valley Projects. It has 

also challenged, and sometimes even defeated, international and national 

institutions that defend current hegemonic developmei1t paradigms -and the · 

conunuous exploitation characterizing the Indian society. \'V'hile. propagating 

sustainable, people centered development, the Narmada Bachao Andolan has 

highlighted the contradictions of development paradigms that arc based on 

unel1u:d distribution and utilization of resources and lead to unbalanced growth 

(Srinivasan: 2004). However, the movement has awaited a comprehensive profile 

in terms of irs dynamism and transformations, which the present study levies a 

critical gaze. 
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6.3. THE MOVEMENT AND ITS COURSE 

The Narmada Bachao Andolan did not at once emerge as a monolithic 

pan-state movement as it exists today. Not being an evidently identifiable chain 

of 'events, the course of the movement began with the sporadic incidents in 

different corners of the three riparian states o~ Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and 

Gujarat. Hence, the course of the movement prevents any.diachronic analysis. At 

best, its course of development can be comprehended as a discourse of resistance 

accessible through movement documents and specific symbolic practices. In the 

following section, an attempt has been made to map the precursors of the 

Narmada Bac?ao Movement until the later half of the ma~rement (second half of 

the 1980s) when ir appeared as a unified movement followed by a discussion on 

rhe movement as a pan-state environmental movement after its 

institutionalization, till date. 

The present NBA is a resistance i11ovement against the construction of 

dams across the Narmada River and its social and environmental costs. However, 

most part of the resistances in and around the Narmada Valley is the resistances 

. against the Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP). The precursors of the institutionalized 

NBA that we delve into in the following sections too are resistances organized 

against the SSP by the local organizations at different points of time in the three 

riparian states. 

[\ major resistance movement organized against the SSP is the one by the 

Kbed111 A'iazdoor Clwlna Sangat/J (I<.MCS) in the submergence zone in Alirajpur, in 

Jhabua District of Madhya Pradesh in the early and mid-1980s. Although the 

K}.ICS was a trade union which initially worked for defending customary use 

rights of the tribals to forest resources, yet it came to addres's the pniblems 

associ:Hcd with dam building on the Narmada River. Hence, in 1\lirajpur, it was 

the \(~!CS. which started a mobilization campaign against the SSP, which, 

lwwcn:r, ultimately melted in to the curn.:nt N LL\ in the later half of the 1 CJHOs. 

1viaharashtra also initially witnessed a similar resistance mobilization by 

the local organizations. In the tribal areas of i\kkalkua and i\krani Tehsils in the 
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Nandurbar District of Maharashtra, the groundwork for local mobilization was 

laid down in the mid 1980s by Medha Patkar who was researching there for an 

organization c:alled SETtJ on the issue of displacement and resettlement in the 

SSP submergence zone. Her interaction with the dam affected people· in the 

region prompted her to establish an organization to articulate the grievances of 

the submerging communities and to voice their demands. This eventually led to 

the formation of the Namw~a DIJana ... ~raxla Samiti under the leadership of Medha 

which starred campaigning for better implementa_tion of resettlement and 

rehabilitation of the dam oustees. 

In the tribal areas of Gujarat, anti-dam mobilization began under the 

le:~dership of the ;\RCI-I V :~hini (J\ V), an action-research ·organization working 

on health related issues and funded by OXF AM. In Gujarat too, the ARCH 

vahini came across a situation of information gap on the question of clam 

displacement and resettlement in the local community. Hence, the A V started 

mobilizing on issues of information on displacement resettlement and 

rehabilitation, with occasional confrontations with the Governn;ent of Gujarat. 

The first stirrings leading to the Narmada Bachao Andolan (Save the 

Narmad.a Movement) in the Western Nimad region of Madhya Pradesh began in 

the fag end of the 1970s. The caste Hindu farming communities of Western 

Nimad Plains initiated the resistance against the SSP first as 'Nimad 13adwo 

/lndolan' immediately after the Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal (NWDT) 

presented its final award on 16 August 1979. The affected villagers from Nimad 

bunched the 'Nilllad Bachao Janghm:r!J Jallli!P as a struggle for the reduction of the 

height of the proposed dam. Although the Nimad Bachao campaign was chiefly 

supported by merchants and farmers in Nimad and worked within the established 

structures of party politics (as this time coincided with BJP being in power both 
{ 

at the Centre and in Madhya Pradesh, when Arjun Singh, an established Congress 

(!) leader in l'vladhya Pradesh mobilized the people in and around Nimad on the 

issue of displacement), the attendance in the rally is said to have been several 

rimes more than what is seen today. However, with t\rjun Singh winning the 

1979 sta'te elections on a platform that pledged support for the movement, the 
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situation changed for worse. Arjun Singh ditched the movement, leading finally 

to its collapse. Hence, the stirrings quickly waned due to their embeddedness in 

the equations of the parliamentar)' politics. This phase representing sporadic 

stirrings in different parts of the three riparian states may be regarded as the first 

ph:~se in the e\'olution of the Narmada Bach:~o 1\ndolan. 

The second phase of the protest occurred sometimes 1n 1985, a time 

when some environmentalists' fonims outside the valley like the Kalpavriksh and 

the Hindu College Nature Club expressed their disquiet in the press. i\t this 

stage, Medha Patkar got involved in community mobilization in Maharastra on 

the issue of submergence and displacement. Initially, just resettlement and 

rehabilitation of the people being displaced by the SSP Dam also became the 

core issues of the movement. However, when it became apparent that it was not 

possible for the state to resettle all the displaced persons properly, the focus 

shifted to total opposition to the dam, and finally, in course of time, to preserving 

the environmental integrity and natural ecosystems of the entire valley. Thus, the 

issues transformed from reduction of dam height to question of resettlement and 

rehabilitation to the question of environmental integrity culminating in the total 

opposition to the project. 

Sometimes in the later half of the 1980s, the interactions between the 

local organizations in all the three riparian states and their ant-dam mobilizations 

led the Narmada Dhanagrasta Samiti, the Narmada Ghati Navanirman Samiti and 

the Narmada Asargrasta Sangharsa Samiti of Kervadia Colony in Gujarat to 

finallv declare their joint opposition to the Sardar Sarovar project. These . ' 

org:~nizarions merged together and finally, a pan-state environmental mo~rement 

came in to existence. This institutionalization of the local level protests in to a 

monolithic, pan-state environmental mo\'cmt.:nt represents the third phase in the 

eYolution of the movement. 
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Fourth stage of the movement is located sometimes m the early 1990s. 

The movement reached a dramatic phase late in 1990 when Baba i\mte ancl 

approximately five thousand protestors, mostly tribals, began the Narmada Jan 

Vikas Sangharsh Yatra (Narmada People's Progress Struggle March) from 

Badwani, l'v!adhya Pradesh to Ferkuwa on the Madhya Pradesh- Gujarat borders. 

However, in practical terms the Gujarat government defeated the tribal 

protestors. However, far from admitting defeat, the Narmada Bachao 1\ndolan 

announced a non-cooperation movement in the valley including the anti-tax 

paying campaign and. the prevention of all government officials except teachers 

and doctors from entering the villages. The movement took a new turn with the 

withdrawal by the \X'orld Bank, and the pressure from the movement for the 

review of the project. 

6.4. MOVEM-ENT PARAMETERS AND MOVEMENT DYNAMISM 

Social movements are not eternal. They have a definite life cycle; they are 

c~-cated, they grow, they achieve successes or failures and ev<.:ntually, they dissolve 

and cease to exist. They ·arc more likely to evolve in the time and place which is 

friendly to. the social movements. They are more likely to form in the societies 

and cultures allowing expression of ideas by individuals -which explains why 

most social movements exist in United States and Europe, and fewer in more 

autocratic places like Russia or China. Such friendly context and environment is 

only a background facilitating the creation of the social movement. There must 

also be polarizing differences between groups of people: in case of old 

movements (referred as Social Movements), they were_ the uneven distribution of 

wealth and poverty. In case of the New Social Movements, they are more likely 

tn be the difft:rences in customs, t:thics ami valut:s. hnally, .tht: birth of a soci'al 

tnO\'emetH needs an inilialin,~ el'l~lll (Smdscr, 19(J2): a particular, individual event 

th:tt w!II begin a chain rca~tion 'of ev<.:nts in tht: givt:n socit:ty kading to tht: 

creation of a socii1l movement. For exampk, ;\merican Civil Rights movt:ment 

grew on the reaction to black women, Rosa Parks, riding in the whites-only 

section of the bus. Polish Solidarity movement, which eventually toppled the 
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' 
communist regimes of Eastern Europe, developed after trade union activist Anna 

Walentynowicz was fired from work. Many social movements are created around 

some charismatic leader. After the social movement is created, there are two 

likely phases of recruitment. The first phase will gather the people deeply 

interested in the primary goal and ideal of the movement. The second phase, 

which will usually come after the given movement had some successes and is 

trendy. People who join in this second phase will likely be the first to leave when 

the movement suffers any setbacks and failures. Eventually, the social crisis can 

be encouraged by outside elements, like opposition from government or other 

movements. However, many mo~ements had survived a ·failure crisis, being 

revived by some hardcore activists even after several decades. Thus the 
! 
i 

movement.i~ qynamic, with a multiplicity of phenomena and processes operating 

in various dynamics. Especially in the case of the environmental movements, this 

dynamic presents the significant challenge of identifying all the different social 

actors, scales and levels, as well ~~ th~~-strategies and goal structures operating in 
' 

such contexts and then describing the \vay they interact \~ith each other in the 

complex process of political struggle. 

In case of the Narmada Bachao Andolan, originated as a resp~nse to the 

Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal Award and is lead by charismatic leaders. Its 

activists are reclUited from diffe~ent sections of Indian society: the tribals of the 

affected area and the. educated middle-class activists who have joined the 

movement from different urban cente;s in India in the course of the movement. 

It evolved, grew and still continues to grow, passing through different stages with 

its uniq~e ch~racterisrlcs, shaped by various social relational factors, history, 

culture and the activists involved in the movement, nature of the target and the ... 
nature. of the domestic and internation~l environments .. Thus the movement is ! .. 

dynan{ic and it is constantly changing in its, objectives, issues, strategies, and 

fmally in its nature and content. \Y./e shall explore the various factors that have led 

to the movement ·of the movement and its consequent transformations at 

different levels in different stages of the movement. 
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6.4.1. Caste affiliations ancl Movement Dynamics 

The locale of resistance in which the NBA evolved, especially in the later 

stage of the movement, also features several factors that ~ffected the process of 

mobilizations. One of such factors is caste (a structural-telational parameter of 

the movement) solidarity and social bonds based on caste, having an impact on 

movement mobilizations (see Hypothesis 1). We have, in the following sections; 

attempted to show how the factor of caste and caste relations in a given society 

affects the process of movement mobilization, taking explanatory examples from 
. I 

the anti SSP and anti-Maheswar dam campaign in. the alter stage of the NBA. 

Gadgil and Guha (1992) see the caste system as a form of ecological 

adaptation. Contrarily, from the perspective. of movement analysis, we .believe 

that the structural relational factors like caste cleavages and religious differences 

are likely to bear an adverse impact on the movement organization and 

mobilization. This is because in a much segmented society such as India, genuine 

popular mobilization should be arguably ·more difficult t,o achieve, since the 

people involved to a much lesser extent, than in more equal societies ought to 

have common, shared values. One must know that there is often a profound 

aversion between different castes in India, and, as Dipankar Gupta (2000) writes, 

even seemingly closely related castes have difficulties corning together. Some 

communities nevertheless come together and participate in large-scale social 
i 

actions, whereas others do not participate to the same extent under similar 

situations. 

Since the Narmada Bacha() Andol~ has taken place in an area inhabited 

predominantly by th.e tribals, especially in case of the anti-SSP campaigns, one 

may be under an impression that the caste differences do not arise in the tribal 

region and therefore, movement might have had no impact whatsoever from 

caste factor. However, it needs to be noted that places 'like Nimad in Madhya 

Pradesh, a hub of the NBA activities has had the past experiences of social 
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tensions being created by caste. Dhar and Jhabua Districts and the Nimad Plains 

in Madhya Pradesh, and Dhule, Nanded and Jalgaon districts of Maharastra, the 

places where the NBA is active, are inhabited by peoplt; belonging to upper caste 

Hindu community, the lower castes (Scheduled Castes), and. the adivasis or 

Scheduled Tribes (see Table below for details. This Table is, however, intended 

only to give an unc;l.erstanding of the nature of social structure and social 

composition in the NBA stronghold areas) . 

. Table: 6.2 
Distribution of SC and ST Population in some Select Districts of Madhya 

Pradesh and Maharastra where NBA is Active 

District/State Total sc ST 

Population Population Population 

East Nimad (MP) 1431662 163160 38323 

West Nimad (MP) 2028145 198018 937710 

Dhar (MP) 1367412 94895 731272 

Jhabua (MP) 1130405 34641 968372 

Dhule (MH) 2535715 134359 1036491 
-

J alga on (MH) 3187634 295047 313551 

Nanded (MH) 2330374 422942 r 275972 

Source: ConstrUcted on the bas1s of the State Primary Census Abstracts for 

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, Madhya Pradesh and Maharastra, 

Census of India, 1991. 

Effective mobilization for the movement demands a conducive social 

atmosphere, which demanded the improving of the caste relations in the area. 

Improving the caste relations was not an easy task. This was because the 

government tried to cash in on the traditional caste divide in the villages by luring 

the landiess Dalits to opt for resettlement. Such a situation was also evident in 

Nimad Palins of Madhya Pradesh, the tribal areas of Maharastra and in Alirajpur 

in Madhya Pradesh because of the similarly stratified society (in terms of class 

relations) owmg to· the community's socio-economic and educational 

backwardness. Hence, caste became a site of contestation between the 
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proponents and opponents of the movement, thereby lending scope for 

movement dynamism. 

Let us brid1y explore as an example the caste composition of the Nimadi 

population and its impact on the movement. The Western nimad villages. arc 

composed of diverse caste groups and the adivasis people.(\ village like Chilkada 

has a population with a diverse caste and adivasis composition ranging from 
r 

Yadavs, Muslims, Kevats, Kahars, Patidars, Mankars, Brahmins and the Adivasis. 

Similarly, Chota barda, one of the largest villages in the SSP submergence zone 

consists· of caste groups like Patidars, Yadavs,· Brahmins, Koli Dalits, Kevats, 

Kahars and many other smaller crafts-based caste groups. However, Patidars 

constitute a bulk of the West Nimadi population and are the most prosperous 

and powerful land owning groups in the region. However, in East Nimad plains, 

it is the Gujars which constitute the economically and socially powerful group. 

Hence, the question of caste differentiation and caste-based discrimination are 

not less pronounced in the region. On the one hand, the upper castes who 

control the land support the movement because of their perceived risk of land 

marginalization, on the other hand, the lower castes and the adivasis who are 

basically the wage labourers support the movement because of the threat of loss 

of jobs, the security of the village economy, and their dependence on the 

common property resources. Moreover, whereas the labouring class is likely to be 

hit hard by the adverse effects of cash compensation such as tendencies towards 

alchoholism, unproductive spending etc., on which the movement capitalizes, the 

support of the upper caste Nim~di fatmers to the NBA is conditioned by the 
... 

perception of unfair compensation to the loss of land. This unites the two groups 

in the Nimadi plains based on which the movement has-elicited a large support in 

the region. But, on the other and, the caste-based discrimination that plagues the 

society acts as the opportu;1ity structure for the proponents of the project to 

divide further the Nimad,i population and weaken the movement. I-Ience3, the 

caste has provided a site where the contending parties interact, thereby providing 

movement its drivng force in terms of designing ·of newer objectives and 

strategies (for instance, NBA creating the agenda promoting caste solidarity), and 

lending te movement to move and transform. 
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On the contrary, in case of. the Maheswar anti-dam campaign, a part of 

the broader NBA, the caste relations and social bonds have provided an enabling 

environment for rapid and speedy mobilizations. The. movement could harness 

support from communities outside the submergence zone in the area because the 

two dominant caste groups there, the Gujars and the Patidars showed strong 

caste based solidarity. Moreover, these dominant caste groupsin the area are 

highly orgai:Uzed communities and they share strong social bonds established 

through marriages. This social structure, characterized . by caste solidarity and 

strong marital social onds acted as a reservoir of social capital for the movement, 

banked on which the movement widened its support base. Thus, caste relations 

and the structuraion of conjugal practices have acted both as strength and as a 

constraint in movement mobilizations. 

6.4.2. Influence of Ctiltural and Historical Legacies and Movement 

Dynamics 

Analysis of history and culture helps explain why certain ritual acts are 

successful in mobilizing the environmental movement while others are not. In 

addition, cultural analysis reveals how discourses and ritualisation impacts the 

solidarity, identity and consCiousness of movement participants, which also helps 

explain why a movement is successful (Hsiao, et al: 1999). In case of the NBJ\, 

the making of the movement has relied heavily on cultural constructions. Rivers 

have been an integral part of the rise of civilization in the Indian sub-continent. 

·rhis has resulted in a deep-rooted reverence for rivers in the Indian minds. 

Riverbanks in India abound with temples and holy shrines; bathing in most of the 

rivers is seen as a process of washing away one's sins. The flow of the rivers is 

basic to these beliefs which see the flow itself as a source of purity. And, ant 

attempt to impede the flow is seen as an irreligious act, an act of sin. These 

beliefs find an expression in the numerous songs and stories that form an integral 

part of the cultural milieu of the people living close by. This is stronger in case of 

the adivasis and forest dwelling communities in India. 

Since a large fraction of the project affected people 1n the Narmada 

Valley constitute the adivasis communities, a brief exposition of the dominant 

adivasis cultural values relating to their relations to the land are nec(;!SSary at this 
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JUncture so as to elucidate the impact of embedded structural parameters of the 

movement like the cultural legacies on the movement dynamics. The forest, fue, 

thunder and rain, sun, moon and stars, and animals generally dominate the 

adt,·asis cultural and belief systems. The adivasis in general and in the Narmada 

Yallcy in particular ha,·e a militant feeling of possesstn:ness of thetr land in which 

'lie the bones of their ancestors'. The adivasis rituals centered around the totem 

pole placed at the burial sites suggest their considerable dependence on the spirits 

of their ancestors for security as they believe that these spirits calm the external 

clements which influence their lives. In this way they have a vety strong cultural 

and religious attachment with the soil of their ancestors. lienee, eviction from 

thetr ancestral homes is an alien, incomprehensible and puzzling thought for 

them, apt to arouse in them immediate militancy against any such attempt. 

The NBA has mobilized the affected adivasis communltles resorting to 

such factors in the adivasis cultural milieu with narm like 'Doobengeh Par Nahi 

t-lall'ngel/. Hence, even land-for-land compensation offer of the government 

which may be a viable option for the non-adivasi oustee, is irrelevant and 

unacceptable to an adivasis farmer for whom the land is more than material. This 

cultural value system is a propelling element to motivate and mobilize the adivasis 

masses, and, the source from which the movement derives strength and 

sustenance to keep itself going, the motive force being provided by the 

contradictions between the modern and the traditional, rational and the irrational 

at one level and dialogical interactions between the local culture (the structure) 

and the leaders and activists of the movement (the agency) on the other. 

Similarly, historical legacies have influenced the making of the movement 

and mm·ement mobilizations. The Narmada Bachao Andolan began as a 

resistance ag:1inst the Sard:H Sarovar Project (SSP). Tribal and non tribal politics 

m the area affected by the SSP and other Projects on the Narmada have a long 

history ripe with experiences of protests and remembered through stories and 

L~'!J'CIIICIJ. To quote a few, for instance, the Bhils of the Satpuda ranges waged three 

long-drawn wars against British occupancy during the rnid-nineteenth century, 

pursuing the aliens in the plains of Khandcsh. ;\ number of tribal movements in 

thts area have reflected the issues of tribal rights, survival and autononw. The 
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tribals of the Satpuda region in Dhule district of Maharastra were organized in 

the 1970s under the leadership of Ambersingh Maharaj, a tribal Gandhian 

Socialist leader, and later under the aegis of 'Sbramik San<~batbana' a radical trade 
. . 

union of tribal agricultural labourers. Such tribal movements in Maharastra have 

been fighting on contemporary issues generated by the feudal-capitalist system. 

In the process they devised contemporary approaches, idioms and means of 

struggles for_ social justice. One such issue that has led to struggles in the region is 

the issue pertaining to water resources. Hence, apart from the general hist01y of 

tribal protests as have been pointed out above, a notable water related protest 

movement has taken place in the region in the pre-independent period, hailed as 

a predecessor of the Narmada Bachao J\ndolan. 

In 1921, the peasants in the prosperous Mulshi valley ncar Punc in 

l\hharastra declared total opposition to the hydropower ~am to be built by the 

Tata Company. The peasants' organization in the Maval area in Maharastra raised 

concerns about displacement and submergence of the farming community, fertile 

land and well-settled villages. Thet questioned the claims of benefits of electricity 

from the dam to the Bombay industries at the cost of destroying agriculture. 

· Leaders of the Mulshi peasants like Senapati Bapat and Vinayak .. Bhuskute 

confronted the 'capitalists' like Tata and vowed to protect the interest of the 

peasants. They challenged the 'public purpose', the cost-benefit analysis of the 

dam, and asserted the priority of social good and the cultural rights of the larger 

community over the benefits of a few. They continued their opposition with 

novel methods, despite the fact that Gandhiji's did not. favour their stand. In 

1924, Bapat declared /lima Sammpan (self- sacrifice) to oppose the dam (V ora: 

1994)~ This was the first anti-dam peoples' movement in India. 

6.4.3. International Regimes on Environment and Movement Dynamics 

When the Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal made its award in 1979, the 

environmental law in India was in it,s infancy. The 1972 UN Conference on 

Environment in Stockholm had led to the expansion of the environmental 

agenda both at international and national levels. It also led to the establishment 

of a variety of international regimes and institutions on environment. This 

development in turn led to the expansion of the environmental agenda at the 
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World Bank during the 1970s, to the world wide growth of environmental NGOs 

and the creation of agencies on the environment within the States. At the World 

Bank, an office of the environmental affairs was established in the mid 1970s, 

and the environmental project guidelines were issues in 1984 (\X'orld Bank: 1984). 

Consequently, similar developments took place in India with the government of 

India signing many international agreements relating to environment on Marine 

Wealth, Open Space, Air Pollution, Montreal Protocol, Biodiversity Convention, 

Antarctica Treaty and the Climatic Convention, among many others, the Indian 

Government passiri.g several Acts pertaining to the environment keeping in 

co'nsonance with the provisions of the .international norms on environment, and 

the then Indian Prime Minister issuing a directive in 1 <JHO mandating 

environmental impact assessment by federal agencies for major and minor 

irrigation projects. Hence, the period saw not only the development of state 

environmentalism in India but also the development of environmental 

consciousness and the mushrooming of environmental organizations. These 

development in India' which owe primarily to the development of the 

international regimes and institutions on the environment have had both positive 

and negative impacts on the emerging environmental social movements of which 

Narmada Bachao Andolan is one. The struggle in the Narmada Valley was 

gradually evolving, being affected by these developments, in course of time, the 

Narmada struggle itself contributed towards the growth of these global 

r environmental regimes. For instance, Principle 1 of the UN Conference on 

Human Environment (1972) which obsetves that the man has the fundamental 

right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life, in an environment of a 

quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being, and he bears a solemn 

responsibility to protect and improve the environment for present and future 

generations; and Principle 4 which stresses upon man's special responsibility to 

safeguard and wisely manage the heritage of wild life and its habitat, combined 

with the provisions of the constitution at home (see next section for details), 

provided an enabling environment for the movement to emerge and consolidate. 

In a similar way, the interactions of the movement with the provisions of other 

international regimes; institutions and agreements on environment contributed 

for the movement to further develop and move to what it exists today. 
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6.4.4. National Constitutional-Legal Framework and Movement 

Dynamics 

According to the Conventional understanding of the Social Movement 

(Diani: 1992), social movement, law and law reform and soCiety interact in a 

simple, unidirectional fashion. Social movements seck to secure law reforms, and 

in turn, law reforms bring about changes in the society. While this conventional 

conception can be helpful for the purpose of analyzing the direct effects of social 

movements on law reforms, it misses several important dimensions of the 

rebtio~ship among social movements, law, and society. For instance, social 

movements can seek to effect social change through other means, be it through 

seeking to influence public opinion, mobilizing voters or by creating non-legal 

norms of behaviour. These shifts in public values can too bring about social 

change. i'vlorcovcr, the changes in socie'tal values etc. can feeJ back into the legal 

system and affect the prospects for law reform; and any such law reform may 

influence back the social movement itself. Hence, in this way, social movements, 

law, and society interact with one another in a more dynamic and multi

directional fashion, thereby bringing about a dynamism and transformation in the 

social movement itself. Hence, according to Cary Coglianese (2001), social 

movements, law, and society have a symbiotic type of relationship, which is best 

manifested in environmental movements. In this backdrop, in the following 
' 

sections we have tried to explore the complex symbiotic relationship between the 

Narmada Bachao Andolan and the national constitutional-legal framework and 

how this dialectical relationship has contributed to the movement dynamics and 

transformations (Hypothesis 1) 

Let us briefly explore some of the flmdamental constitutional provisions 

pertaining to environment under the constitution of India.The Indian 

Constitution proviJes for a wide range of provisions towards tc proitection of 

the environment, which have a bearing on the social movement organizations. 

First, Article 14 of the Indian Constitution envisages that the state shall not deny 

to any person equality before law and equal protection of laws within the territory 

of India. This corroborates with the Principle 1 of the UN Conference on 

Human environment (1972). Secondly, 48-A under Part IV of the Constitution 

provides that 'T!Je .rtate .r!Ja/1 wdecmo11r to prated and improt;e tbe emrironmenl and to 
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Jc(/e~~llard the foreJtJ and 1vildl~le qf the co11nt~y." This article is in compliance with 

Principle 4 of the UN Conference on Environment ,(see the previous section for 
I 

details) .. Later on, the forty-second amendment to the Constitution (1976) added 

r\rricle 51-i\ (g), which enshrines a fundamental duty that commits the citizen to 

cm·ironmcntal protection that reads that it shall be the (fundamental) duty of 

every citizen of lr~dia ''To proted and illljJrotJe 1/Je nalllra/ em,ironment indt~dingfo/-e.r/.1", 

lakeJ, tit'et:~· and )/J/'Idlife, and to have (ompaJJion for lining tnatttreJ". Further more, the 

?3'J Constitution (Amendment) Act 1992 on the revitalization of the Panchayati 

Raj adds Schedule XI to the Constitution. The Schedule has eight entries, which 

arc linked to environmental protection and conservation. There are also 

numerous other amendments that provide for the environmental protection and· 

conservation. These legal-constitutional prov1s1ons create an enabling 

environment for the preservation and protection of the environment Moreover, 

the judiciaty has taken the lead in terms of the actual immediate effects in the 

matters of the environment. Failure of the governmental agencies to implement 

the laws made has, In India, prompted t!H: NGOs and Public to approach the 

courts as a last resort. Thus the credit for the evolution of environmental 

jurisprudence in India goes to te Supreme Court which has contributed to this 

end by way of its landmark judgements in cases ill-:e Andhra Pradesh Polluting 

Industries Case 1996 (6 SSC 26), Antop Hill Case-1985 ~· P. 12179/1985), 

Acquaculture Case 1988 (AIR 1988 SC 1037), Bri~k Kiln Case 2000 (2000-6-Scale 

315), Coastal areas Case 1987 (AIR 1987 SC 965), Delhi Ridge Case 1996 (8 SCC 

. 462), Delhi Sewage Treatment Plant Case 1984 (vV P. No. 13381/1984), 

Environmental Awareness and Education Case 1991 ~· P. 860/1991), Gamma 

Chamber Case 1985 (vV P.4677 /1985), Ganga Pollution Case 1987 (AIR 1987 

SC 1086), Ground Water Depletion Case 2002 ~· P. 1996), Kamal Nat Case 

2002 (vV P. 182/1996), Taj Trapezium Case 1997 (AIR 1997 SC 734), Vehicular 

Pollution Case 1990 (vV P. 13029/1985), among many othurs. 

Moreover, in the present context, the issues on environment ar~ closely 

intertwined with the inalienable rights of the indigenous people, especially to their 

land on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the equation is more complicated 

by the fact that the right to property has been deleted from the list of 

fundamental rights (Articles 19 (1) (f) and 31) in the Indian constitution, thereby 
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gi"ing scope to the state to acquire the property in land for public ?urposes. This 

has brought about a complexity in the movement itself, which articulates the 

issues in terms of tribal rights, displacement, rehabilitation and environmental 

conservation, providing room for a complex interplay between law, legal reforms 

and social movements of the Narmada type. However, the focus of the present 

analysis is the Judiciary ---- movement interactions in the course 
1 
of the 

n1ove1nent 

In Februaty 1994, the sluice gates of the Sardar Sarovar Project were 

closed. This scenario became the backdrop .for a substantial strategic move on_ 

behalf of the Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA). In May 1994, the NBA 

submitted two cases to the Supreme Court, the more significant case beingthat 

of public interest litigation against the Sardar Sarovar Project, which in effect 
I 

claimed that the execution of the project constituted a violation of people's basic 

right to life and livelihood (Khagram, 2004: 134). The Andolan invoked several 

articles of the Indian constitution to justify their case, including Article 32, which 

grants all Indian citizens the right to approach the Supreme Court to defend the 

enforcement of basic rights, as well as international norms, agreements and 

procedures on resettlement/rehabilitation and environmental concerns. The 

project was also questioned in terms of its adverse benefit/ cost ratio and how 

this negateq the contention that the project was in the national interest.--

The Supreme Court first took up the cases flied by the Andolan in 

August and September of 1994. However, it was only in January 1995 that it ftrst 

took action when, after hearing the arguments of the petitioner and the 

respondents, the court ordered that the Five Member :Group (FMG) should 

prepare another report on the Narmada's hydrology, the height of the Sardar 

Sarovar Project, and the status of resettlement/rehabilitation and environmental 

impacts. The group submitted irs report in i\pril, stating that the Sardar Sarovar 

Project could only b_e completed if the studies and plans on Resettlement 

Rehabilitation and environmental impacts were completed, if the local people 

were allowed full participation in and information about the implementation of 

the project, and if the dam bureaucracy was restructured so as to ensure 

efficiency and accountability during implementation. In May, the Supreme Court 
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imposed a stay on •the construction of the dam while it examined the Five 

'tvlember Group's report. In July, the Court called upon petitioners and 

respondents to submit additional materials before the full hearings. Followi~g the 

submission of some 30 volumes of material from both parties, hearings began in 

November 1995 and were then resumed in .January and i\pril 19% (Khagram, 

2004; Jayal, 2000). A new round of Supreme Court l).earings were inaugurated in 

August 1996, where the court expressed that while an assessment of the 
I 

developmental value of the project was beyond the realm of their jurisdiction, 

there was little doubt that the fundamen~al rights of the people of the Valley as 

guaranteed in the constitution were under threat by its-implementation, and that 

the failure on behalf of the project authorities anJ government officials to 

comply \Vith a range of environmental agreements constituted a clear violation of 

Indian and international law. [o'urthermore, d1e SuprenK Court dcclart:d -- against 

tht: argument of Government of Gujarat that the Tribunal's award could not be 

reopened until2024 and that there were thus no legal grounds for Supreme Court 

re-adjudicati<;m - that the Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal had not have 

conceived of the vast changes in the institutional context of Resettlement and 

Rehabilitation in 1979, and that the Supreme Court could thus pass judgement on 

the project. An indefinite stay was imposed on the project, and in turn reiterated 

in a ruling in following hearings in Febrmi.ry 1997 (Khagram, 2004: 136). This 

appeared to be a win-win situation for the Andolan. 

However, on October 18, 2000, the Supreme Court delivered its verdict 

on the case of Narmada Bachao Andolan versus Union of India and Others. In a 

2 to 1 majority judgement, the Supreme Court established that the construction 

Cif the Sardar Sarovar Project 'will continue as per the tribunal'; the building of 

the dam was to proceed pmi pa.r.r11, that is, after a given increaser in height, 

RL"sl'tt-lcment and Rehabilitation would have t·o be implemented bcfort: 

construction can be resumed upon the granting of pennis,sion from the Narmada 

Control i\uthority. The Supreme Court ruling was indeed a blow to the Narmada 

·Bachao Andolan. Hence, the movement, although initially had an impact on the 

judicial decision-making, whereby the 'court ruled in favour of the Andolan by 

imposing stay_ on Dam construction, at a later stage, the decision of the court 

took a U-turn, smashing the movement altogether and ruLing in favour of the 
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construction of the dam with the proposed increase in Dam height. Thus, the 

situation led to the understanding in the movement that the review politics and 

the corresponding strategy of legal action could not secure the objectives outlined 

by the movement, leading it to divulge with full energy towards the politics of 

alliance formations for stregtheneing the movements support base both at the 

national and international levels on the one hand and to the micro-politics of 

championing the self rule at the local level. 

6.4.5. Ideology and Movement Dynamics 

Ideology is considered as one of the most important components of a 

protest movement. This is because the ideology is the legitimizing force of a 

movement and it is the ideological orientation of a movement that determines 

the objective of protest, and the strategy it needs to adopt to secure the goal so 

defined. Therefore, every social movement is characterized by a set of ideology or 

sets of ideologies. The Narmada Bachao Andolan, like any other social 

movement has its own ideological prermse based on which it develops its 

movement strategies and techniques. The NBA consists of individuals from 

diverse professions and ideologies-from right wing political party like the BJP to 

extreme left wing Maoists (Raina: 2003 ). Hence, one could vety well say that 

socialist and Gandhian thought dominates the ideological orientations of the 

movement. Although the ideology has not been comprehensive, yet its basic 

tenets are premised on Gandhian idea of Satyagraha. 

The NBA has been driven very Gandhian belief that modern 

developmental projects supported by the state run roughshod over the needs of 

the rural poor, and that the only way to counter such a move of the state to 

safeguard the civil and economic rights of the people is through a non-violent 

mass resistance against the state. Hence it employs the Gandhian style Satyagraha 

as its strategies, and therefore, ideologically Gandhian. 

Satyagraha is the chief weapon of the NBA 111 as struggles against the 

state. Hardiman (2003) has explained this Gandhian notion of Satyagraha as: 
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''Sa!Jagraha . .. is an amalgamation of two Gnjarati 111017is, Sa!Ja (tnah) 

and Agraha (taking, seizing, holding), the implimtion being that one seii!S 

hold of the tntth ... Gandhi underst{)()d that tnah/ StJ!)YJ was reached through 

a complex dialogrte in which reasoned mgument had often to be reinfon-ed 

throttgh emotional and political presSIIre. He knew that in ma'!Y cases, reason 

1!J itself would not win an argrtment, for people tend to be SWt!Jred a..r mttch I!J 
emotion as I!J rational mgument. This was where self inflicted suffering such 

as fasting could be imporlant ... Even then, additional politiCIJI jmSSIIre was 

often neetkd entailing mass demonstrati(111s, non-«HJjJeraaion, lox refilsa4 

hartalf and the like'~ 

Hence, Satyagraha is an integrnl and defining element of Gandhian 

ideology and its consequent strategy of dialogic resistance. Hence, simple 

application of the Gandhian style of Satyagraha implies a dialogic and discw:sive 

practice, something dynamic and non-static. It means that the ideology of the 

NBA which is largely Gandhian speaks for the fact that the movement is 

dynamic in nature. 

Howev~ the ideology being non-comprehensive and undefined, the 

movement has not given opportunities for manifest ideological differences on 

ideological premises, which is evident from the following ftgure (ftgure 6.3). 

Figure 6.3 

Attitude Types on the Statement: Leaders Have Ideological Differences 

Attitude Types on the Statement: 
Leaden~ H~~t~eldeologic:ll/ ~ 

S1 Peroent.ge 

Mitude Types 
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It is but not to suggest that the lack of comprehensive and well-defined 

ideology has limited the scope of contradictions in the movement pertaining to 

ideological differences among the leaders. The nature and course of the 

movement and the movement strategies are also affected by the fact that there is 

an acute awarness in the movement regarding the need for a more inclusive, 

comprehensive and well defined ideology, and the .Janashayog Trust set up from 

the funds received by the NBA from the Right Livelihood Award given to Medha 

Patkar has been organizing annual brainstorming meetings for the purpose. 

flencc, the ideological inadequacies of the movement also have provided the 

movement with motive force to move and transform with the development of an 

ideology acceptale to all actors .in the movement. 

6.4.6. Funding Problems and the Movement Dynamics 

Fund is an essential component necessary for movement organizations. 

Sufficiency or otherwise of the fund is likely to determine the effectiveness of 

movement mobilizations and hence its nature and course. There has been a lot of 

controversy regarding the sources of funds of the Narmada Bachao Andolan. For 

instance, The l11dia11 Exprw dated November 10 and 11, 2000 carried an 

advertisement titled "Tme l:ace. of MJ·. Medba Patkar and her Nat7nada Bachao 

A11do/a11", by an Ahmedabad based National Council for Civil Liberties (NCCL), 

which alleged that the NBA is not a registered body and that it meets the 

expenses of the movement through Hawala transactions. Furthermore, it is also 

said that Jayanarayan Vyas, the then Minister for Narmada, Government of 

Gujarat asked for a CBI enqull.y into the foreign exchange violations by the 

NBA. In 2001, Jamuna Devi, the then Deputy Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh 

a llcged N B1\ of for,eign funding (Lokma/-The Mara thi Daily, dated 09.02.2001). 

Nai 01111(';'a (dated January 18'" 2001) also alleges NBi\ of working in unison with 

foreign people, environmentalists and other social organizations, both domestic 

and international like Coal India Projects, NTPC Power Projects, Umargaon Port 

Project etc which help the NBA with funds. It also asserts that the NBt\ is given 

the logistic support by Earth Jus rice Legal Defence Fund, especially as travel 

costs to Medha Patkar and Arundhati Roy to visit foreign·countries for attending 

workshops and conferences on Large Dams. These apart there are several like 

allegations towards the NBA alleging it of working on foreign funds. However, 
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the activists differ on it and so do some in.rider authors like Sangv·ai (2002) and 

other scholars who have worked on the Narmada Movement. 

The activists have strongly opposed that they have accepted any foreign 

funding. They have regarded these as baseless allegations. For instance, as a 

response to the advertisement in The Indian Express (dated 10 and 11 

November 2.000), the NBA published a press note, in which it claimed, 

"N /3/(, 111hid; i.r oppo.ring lo the ~~igclltli,· Sal"(/ar .fatr)/)ar Dam, ha.r manifold 

111qy.r /o raiJe jimds for it.r aclil!ities. The .foremo.rt i.r the colledion qf grain.r 

dmin~~ t/){: hcm;est.rji·otll the c1Ji:ded l!illage.r it.re(/ Peoplejivm d{l)i:rwl walks 

q/ l!fi: like arli.rl.r, um"tm· and other /JTY!/e.r.rional.r ba111: mnlli!JIIted to the 

m11.rc. Village mntnlnttion.r and I!OIIInla~y donations are the main .ro11nes rij. 

jillldin~~_/(JI' N B./1. 5 ale ~/literal/Ire, memento.r, ek too are done from lime lo 

time ... The alllOIIIlt ~/foreign mvards (totaling near!J Rs. 32 lakhJ) 1va.r 

nel!er accepted fry NBA." (NBA Pres-s Note "Tme }ace of a Patriot

Response to an Adl!ertisemwt, dated November 24, 2000) 

Yet in another press note published as a response to Gujarat 
\ . . 

Governments Minister for Narmada Shri Vyas' demand for CBI enquiry, the 

NBA claims that it is open for CBI enquiry on its sources of funds. The Press 

Note says, 

The NB./1, as bas been earlier, i.r open to a!!J enquiry, comlituted fry a!!J 

a11tho1i[y. 8111 on om: condition. if the allegation is pro/Jed 1vrvng, M 1: T'J'm, 

apart jivm apologizin~~ /JIIbli~fy, Jbo11ld reJign from Ministenhip and take 

Jai!YaJfrom politics . ... The NBA reiterate that, we take _no foreign funds, 

Jull· aJ'e wt: taken the award t11on~y ~/ cii!Y rij. the .foreign·, mvcm!J-." (NBJ\ 

Press · Note "NBA Open for any Enquiry on 

Funds ... Conditionally; Fast enters the third day" dated October 

27, 2.000). 
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As a response to the observations made by- Jamuna Devi as as been 

pointed out above (see Lokmat- dated 09.02.2001), the NBA in a press release 

said, 

The Madi!Ja PradeJh Dep11(y C!Jief J\!lini.rler ]c11111111a Delli JllaJ .ren,ed a 

legal nolke lo p11blitfy retrad lhe ba.re/e.rJ and 11n!me allegation.r le!Jr://ed 

again.rt Nmmada Badwo Andolan and J\!ledha Patkar and tender an 

111/L"Otlditional apology within a week q/ tbe ret-"eipt q/ the legal nolit-"e .... The 

~~~~a/ nolia lo J\!l.r. 11na De1'i made il dear I hal t!Je N BA baJ 1/CIJer received 

rii!Y fom~~n ji111din~~ in laJI appro.\.·imate!y .reJ•enleen_yean r!f it.r exi.rtence. In 

fad lbe money aJ.wdaled Jvitb wtioiiJ nal11ional and international ptize.r 

mt(/"erred on Medba Patkar had eitber een dedined at·ceptance fry MJ Medba 

Patkar or donated fry berfor tbe benefit of tbe general pubfi,·plltpoJeJ/ caiiJe.r. 

(NBA Press Note "Legal Notit·e Served to M. P. Dy. Chief MiniJ"!er 

]am11na Dm· fry NBA and Medba Patkm:· 'Apologize or l--ace Legal 

Action"', dated April 14, 2001). 

The NBA also has made similar statements in other press notes denying 

any foreign funding for the movement activities. For instance, the Press Note 

entitled "Criminal CaJe of Defamation Cme AgainJt 'Advettimmnt' filed;_ Co'!'pariJion of 

I he Slmggle ·,Jiitb US Pre.ridential Election iJ Ab.mrd; NBA CballengeJ tbe AcciiJer.r to Prove 

_ tbe Allegatio11.r of Foreign Hand.r and Treachery" dated January 20, 2001, and many 

others claim that it as not recived any foreign funding, despite repeated 

allegations being made to that end from several quarters. 

The Narmada Bachao Andolan, like the Chipko movement, claims to 

have relied entirely on Indian sources of fund. According to Sangvai, 

" I I baJ no/ accepled cii!J foreign ji111din.__~ ~/ c11~y kind. Tbe Rig!Jt LiJJeli/Jood 

A1J1ard (given to NBA in 19 9 2) and the Goldman EmJironmenta/ Prize 

(giJJen to Medba Patkar in 1993) were accepted aJ a mark of recognition r!f 
tbe people'J Jtmggle, b11t not the money. Tbe fimdJfrom tiJe Rigbt LiJJelibood 

/!JJiard }/Jere inJ,e.rted in ]an.rabqy~g TrttJ!, to help the Indian people :r 
JtmggleJ and eJ!ottJ .for for alternatitJe.r, with tbe expreH wndition tbat tbe 
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amount JVott!d not be med for the Nat7!1ada Vallry .rtmggle. The funds from 

!be goldman Prize were giwn to the india DetJelopmwt Socie(y (1 DJ) in 

U J/1-to be u.redfor adion.r a~~ain.rt the }J)or/d bank and nwltilctteral agemieJ· 

I?Y ot;gcmi.ratio11.1jrom all O!Jer the JJJor/d, except NB/1 . . "(Sangvai: 2002). 

Sangvai (2002) further reaaserts that the funds fpr the movement arc 

collected from the local sources. According to him, 

The .r/ruggle i.r carried 011/ with adiJ;e help .JivtJJ .ruppot1ers Jpread all OJJer 

India, I?Y IW!_Y of j11nding and other re.rource.r. Te .fit!/ time adimJ't.r are 

proJtided an honoraritttll ji-om a mtmber qf .rttpportm·. Tbe l'illaget:r 

contri!JIIte, padimlmjy in Nimad, at the time qf hame.rt.r. For mqjor 

programme.r, .1peda/ }itbnd dn"11e.r are organhed iu the vall~y and acijam1/ 

/01/)1/J. The Nimad fanJm:r conllibute tbeir t71SOI/rce.r, time and ejfort.r in 

111obili.ring !he entire IJallry. 

The fa~t the Narmada Bachao Andolan did not receiVe any foreign 

funding has also been highlighted by Lotten Hubendick and Joakim Lindberg 

(2002). According to them, 

NBA does !JOt accept any foreign f11nding, but wants to remain independent 

from other countries and thus avoid critics from the dam authotities, 1vhich 

could blame the NBA for aiding with non-Indian interests if thry JVOJtld 

receiiJe Sllch j11nding. (Lotten H ubendick and J oakim Lindberg: 

2002:14). 

Hence, it needs to be pointed out that for reasons unknown that needs 

further research; there have been series of corltroversics on the nature and 

sources of fund for the NBA. However, as boldly put by .the movement itself at 

different points of time, as revealed through interviews and discussions with 

activists .and supporters of the movement during the course of the present 

research, and further established by the researches already done on the 

movement by both Indian and foreign scholars, there is little reason to doubt that 

the chief source of the NBA funding comes from different qt~arters of the 
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country itself. However, there is also no reason to be complacent about it and 

there seems to be a grain of truth in the statements made by various local 

newspapers that at least a fraction of the fund comes from outside the country in· 

different forms, for instance, in the form of personal donations by scholars who 

ha\'e \Vorked on and with the movement, etc. The movement docs not suffer 

from the dearth of funds because the activists,· based on thei! rank in the 

leadership hierarchy, are also paid an honorarium for their contributions to the 

movement ranging somewhere between rupees seven hundred to two thousan~ a 

month, apart from maintaining the various offices, and sustaining various 

programmes of the movement. But what has shaped the movement is the 

controversy of the sources of fund that we have discussed above, because, it has 

quite often than not created a sense of distrust on the movement before the 

movement spectators which have tended to Jownplay the movement itself. The 

movement had to respond to such threats as Cl3I investigations etc of its fund 

~ources for. which the movement had to develop a counter discourse and a 

material basis for the justification tat it is not supported by any outside agency 

with nefarious designs that would hinder national security and sovereignty, but 

that it is genuinely a grassroots protests against deprivation of their livelihood 

resources. Hence, the controversy has affected the movement both adversely (by 

weakening it through creating a controversy about the nature of the movement 

itself) and positively (by creating the necessity on the part of the movement to 

develop counter expertise at both material and discursive levels to justify its 

stand). Hence, the movement of the movement has been impacted by 'fund' 

which became a centre of debate between the proponents and opponents of the 

movement. 

6.4.7. Leadership and Movement Dynamics 

Leaders arc central t(') social movements, yet a negligible attention has 

been paid by scholars to understanding the concept of leadership or its effects on 

moYcmcnts. Since leaders play a critical rok in collective action, shaping 

movements tn numerous ways like defining goals and advancing strategies, 

mobilizing followers, galvanizing organizations, and forging coalitions, they 

significantly influence responses to external repression. Moreover, the actions of 

the leaders, and their rhetoric and style affect the conflict outcomes in 
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movements. Some studies define leaders as those who perform key tasks in a 

movement such as reCluitment, mobilization of resources, and formation of 

movement organizations (McCarthy and Zald: 1977), · or tactical innovation 

(McAdam: 1983), it also needs to be emphasized that movements make leaders as 

much as they are made by them. Some studies of the past also have focused on 

the leadership change that occurs during the course of a given movement. 

Blumer (1969) posited that leaders must shift roles acting as prophets during the 

first stages of protests, then as official r-epresentatives during the formalization of 

the movement, and finally as administrators as the mov~l.nent institutionalizes. 

Rothman (1974) argued that different types of leaders may become prominent at 

various phases of protest, for instance, militant leaders dominating during the 

initial phases of protest while more accomodationist leaders corning to the 

forefront as the movement negotiates with its opponents. Although issues 

pertaining to the types and styles are not alien to the NBA, yet the NBJ\ poses a 

question not so much of types and styles of leadership in the above sense per Je, 

but a more complex issue of who constitute the leaders of the m'?vement, the 

leadership conflicts arising between the adivasis and the urban activists who have 

taken the leadership positions in the movement, and finally, the question of 

representation of the ~terest of the affected community by the movement 

leadership,. These issues surrounding the leadership have significantly determined 

the nature and course ·of the movement. 

The leadership of the movement is provided by a group of urban, 

educated, middle-class intellectuals from outside the Narmada Valley. The most 

prominent of the movement leaders are the charismatic Medha Patkar, followed 

by others like Chittaroopa Palit in the line of hierarchy, and more recently 

Arundhati Roy- a novelist turned activist, who is only second to Medha Patkar. 

The issues raiseLi"about the problem of leadership pertains· to the personification 

of the movement in its leaders, absence of high ranking tribal leaders in the 

movement (Omvedt: 2004), and the question of representation of the tribal 

iriterest by the NBA leadership (Dwivedi: 1997 and 1999; Omvcdt: ; Baviskar: 

1995; iviehta: nd ). 
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The NBA leadership under Medha Patkar has been criticized for having created a 

situation of perceiving Medha as NBA and vice-versa. Thus the movement as 

been personified in its leaders. This has led to identifying the movement to a 

single leadership and therefore, has eclipsed the role. played by others (adivasi) 

leadership in the initial phase of the mobilizations against the project. Gail 

Omvedt (2004 ) points out that the NBA leadership has failed to adequately 

acknowledge the contributions made specially y the tribal leaders like Wahmu 

Sonavane, who was once a leading young adivasi activists of Shramik Sangathana 

in Maharastra, and who had played· a leading role in mobilizations in the initial 

phase of the movement since 1971-1972. Omvedt has pointed out that Medha 

Patkar has not given the credit of those tribal leaders who had organized on the 

issue before her. Omvedt built her criticisms on this failing of the NRA 

leadership from one poem entitled 'Stage' written by \'V'ahuru on the non

assignment of any role to the tribal leaders like him. The poem reads: 

JF'e did 110/ ,go 011 to lbe .rlage, 

Neitha Jllere 111e called 

W7
t! JJ!et-e .rboJV/1 o11r pla(e.r, 

Told to .rit 

B11t tbry, .rittiug 011 the .rtage, 

JVmt 011 telling IIJ of our J·orro1v.r, 

011r .rotT011'J remained om-.r, tbry 11e1Jer bewme their.r. 

This short poem throws a deluge of light on the feeling of being 

neglected and being manipulated in the minds of the aspiring tribal leaders. This 

in fact reveals the existence of a rift, a conflict or rather an alienating gulf 

between the present urban activist leadership of the NBA and the aspiring tribal 

le:\ders who would better represent the tribal interests than by the activists from 

'o111J"ide'. This leadership conflict that is emerging of late has posed a serious 

qucsnon of legitimate representation of tribal interests by the urban born 

actl\'lsts. ,\s such, there fore, one docs not con1c across a con fronta tiona! 

personality clash among the leaders in case of the Narmada Bachao i\ndolan, 

unlike what we have seen in case of a conflict between Sunderlal Bahuguna and 
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Chandi Prasad Bhatt in the Chipko Movement (Chapter S).This is reflected from 

the attitude of the activists on the question as given in the figure (6.4) below. 

Figure 6.4 

Attitude Types on the Statement: There is Personality Clash among 

Leaders 

Attitude Types on the Statement 
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The conflict here is of a different natw:e-between the psychological 

experience of neglect in the aspiring tribal leadership and the iconic status of the 

urban educated middleclass activists who have been spearheading the movement. 

Moreover, there is also an emerging conflict on leadership questions between the 

young activists and the senior leaders of the movement. Most of the times, the 

young leaders feel neglected despite their hard struggles because of media 

coverage of the senior leaders. Young, aspiring leaders of the movement feel 

psychologically depressed as their names do not figure in the media coverage. 

This has been accepted even by the senior leaders like Medha Patkar hersel£ Foe 

instance, in an interview by Ashutosh Bhardwaj (nd), Medha Patkar says, 

" ... on~ mol/'t111ent gathers strength th~ treat leader as ~lebrity. Media needs 

a fote to project its stories... It at time.f hurdles growth of movement. Thm 

are so ma'!Y activists inwlved in movement b11t projecting onfy one leader 

comes onfy at cost t?f other. I ahvqys teU "!Y colkagues, who are yottnger to me, 
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not to take note of Jllch Jituation. Yet, young aditJiJt getJ depreJ.red a/ time.r 

& in fad 11111 into argument lJJitb me OIJer.entire .rit11alion." 

From the statement, it is obvious that the senior leaders have failed to 

project the young leaders as a 'jm·e to prqjed (itJ) .rlorid to the media, but rather 

keep the situation get going at the cost of the aspirations of the young ~eaders by 

just asking them 'not to take note of Jllch .rit11ation'. Thus not only hurdles the 

movement but acts as a constraint on the way of generating a second and third 

generation line of dynamic leadership for the movement. 

Another factor that provides the movement the. energy to move and 

transform with the leadership is the role played by the knowledge class as the 

leaders of the movement, which too, is riot without its assoiated tensions. One 

aspect of this tension is evident between the interest of those who directly 

experience environmental despoliation (the dam affected population in the 

present cas·e) and the knowledge class who help to represent these interests in the 

poli~tical terrain. The potential tension between the two types of actors, as 

(Dwivedi: ibid) points out, is a major problem area as environmental struggles 

increasingly pervade a scientized domain, because such instances lead movements 

to value experts as more important resources than the locally affected people on 

whose behalf the struggle is being waged. In such situations, we can perceive at 

least two implications for the movement. First, the local links of the movement 

can get slackened, and second, it may lead to the alienation of the affected people 

from the movement itself (both these implications are evident in the present 

study, say for instance, the movement has been experiencing undulating 

developments inJts support base, sometimes the local support from a part of the 

movement falling apart, and sometimes the movement moving outside the 

submergence area in the process of mobilizing support), thereby affecting the 

support base, st_rategy, demands and finally the nature of the movement itself. 

6.4.8. Party Politics and Movement Dynamics 

In this section, we would like to discuss the role of the agencies like the 

political parties in the ant-dam campaigns in the Narmada valley and its 

consequent impact on the dynamics of and transformations in the movement 
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(see Hypothesis 1). Political parties are the important agenc1es of interest 

articulation and aggregation. However, in the Indian context, one experiences a 

glaring alienation developing between the representatives of the politi<:;al parties 

and the people at the grassroots. This is because, with the globalization and 

liberalization sweeping the world, the local issues have been marginalized from 

the legislative fotums of both the national and state governments, leading to the 

denial of social justice to the people. As a response to this situation, India has 

experienced te emergence of a wide range of voluntary organizations and social 

movements specially sipce the 1970s and their ionterve~tions, leading to what 

Rajni Kothari calls 'non-party politic~! process' in India. This have produced a 

doule impact: flrst, led to the emergence of green party on the one hand, which 

aspires to address the issues con fronting the marginalized with a focus on green 

agenda on the one hand, and second, to te necessity of rethinking the relationship 

between protest mo~ements and the role of political parties. 

In the recent years there has been. a proliferation of 'Green' political 

parues throughout the globe, and most with a good repute in electoral 

performances. In India too, recently the Indian National Green Party is born (it 

was registered with the Election Commission of India on 7 January 1999). It has 

an elaborate list of envisaged national policies pertaining to environment and a 

couple of pages discussion on water and water management. It also vows to 

"cancel all plans to build large scale new dams" as a short-term target of the Party 

01ttp:/ /www.ecology.edu/greens). However, unlike the western experiences as in 

Germany and elsewhere, the Green Party has little or no room_i-n Indian political 

dynamics as of now. So far, the Green Party has not even contested _a single 

election. Hence, Green issues have been taken over by the mainstream political 

parties in India. Most of the political parties have come out with manifestos 

contau11ng wide lists of ccopolitical issues (Mahalanabis:, 1997). Hence, it is 

imperative to undertake an analysis of the role played by political parties in · 

shaping the nature and dynamics of an environmental movement in general, and 

in case of the Narmada Bachao Andolan in particular. To this end, we begin with 

the electoral history of the three riparian states in the following sections, 

beginning with the State of Madhya Pradesh. However, we have provided the 

details only since 1977 because it was in the post emergency period roughly 
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coinciding with the 1977 elections that the traces of protests were emerging in 

Narmada valley (see annexure on the chronology of the movement). 

Table: 6.5 

Electoral History of the State (Madhya Pradesh-Parliamentary Constituencies) 

1977-2004 

Year Leading Seats % Runner- Scats o;o 
Party Won Votes Up Party Won Votes 

1977 BLD 37 57.9 INC 01 32.5 

1980 INC 35 47.2 JP 04 31.3 

1984 INC 40 57.1 BJP - 30.0 

1989 BJP 27 39.7 INC 08 37.7 

1991 INC 27 45.3 BJP 12 41.9 

1996 B.JP 27 41.3 INC 08 30.9 

1998 B.TP 30 45.74 INC 10 39.4 

1999 BJP 29 46.58 INC 11 43.91 

2004 BJP 25 41.13 INC 04 34.07 

Source: MS. S. Rana (2006). India Votes, New Delhi, Sarup and Sons. 

From the above table it is seen that in Madhya Pradesh, the main hub of 

the NBA activities, the two main political parties have been the Congress and the 

BJP. However, the Congress Party seems to be gradually losing to the BJP in the 

recent years. Since the year of the consolidation of the movement, that is roughly 

1988, the Congress Party has led only once and the rest four elections saw a 

favourable victoty for the BJP in the state. Other smaller parties and even the 

l.cfr do not seem to have made any difference in the electoral politics of the state. 

Let us now turn to Maharastra, another npanan state, where the 

movement is equally strong as in Madhya Pradesh. The Table below shows the 

electoral history of the state. 
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Year 

~977 
1980 

1984 

1989 

1991 

1996 

1998 

1999 

2004 

Table: 6.6 

Electoral History of the State 

(Maharastra-Parliamentary Constituencies) 1977- 2004 

Leading Seats % Runner-Up Scats %Votes 

Party Won Votes Party Won 

INC 20 47.0 BJP 19 31.4 

INC 39 53.3 JP 08·, 20.4 
' 

INC 43 '51.2 res 02 12.1 

INC 28 45.4 BJP 10 23.7 

INC 38 48.4 BJP 05 20.2 

BJP 18 41.8 INC 15 34.8 

INC 33 43.6 ss 05 19.7 

ss 15 26.86 BJP 13 21.18 

INC 13 23.77 BJP 13 22.61 

Source: M.S. Rana (2006). India Votes, New Delhi, Sarup and Sons. 

The Table shows that for more than fourty years the Congress enjoyed a 

superior position iri the state vis-a-vis other parties. However, in the recent years, 

the BJP seems to be gradually picking up in the state. Since 1999, the BJP is 

giving a tough competition to the Congress and the last parliamentary elections 

saw the Congress leading in the state with hardly 1% of vote~ ahead of the BJP. 

lnfact, it is quite interesting to obse1ve in this connection that the BJP has been 

emerging citer as a leading party or as a runner-up party in the state since the 

1989 Parliamentary elections. Again, this period coincides with the consolidation 

of the Nni\ as a pan-state environmental nwverncnt in the Narmada Valley. 

Therefore, it necessitates the proper examination of the rclatinhship of these 

political parties with the movement in question. 

Gujarat government has always supp~:>rted the dam buil~ing project in the 

Nramada Valley. This has quite often led to the confrontations between the NBA 
\ 

and te state of Gujarat at different levels, both material and discursive. Let us 

explore the electoral history of the state since 1962 (we could not obtain the 
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details pnor to 1962 in case of Gujarat) and see the performance of different 

political parties in different Lok Sabha elections since 1962. 

Year 

1977 

1980 

1984 

1989 

1991 

1996 

1998 

1999 

2004 

Table: 6.7 

Electo ral History of the State 

(Gujarat Parliamentary Constituencies) 

1977-2004 

Leading Scats 0/o Runner-Up Scats 

Party 

BLD 

INC 

INC 

B.TP 

BJP 

BJP 

BJP 

BJP 

BJP 

Won Votes PHrty Won 

16 49.5 INC 10 

25 54.8 JP 01 

24 53.2 B.TP 01 

12 30.5 JD II 

20 50.4 INC 05 

16 48 .5 INC 10 

19 48 .3 INC 07 

20 52.48 INC 06 

14 47.73 INC 12 

Source: M . S. Rana (2006) . India Votes 
New Delhi , Sarup and Sons. 

% 

Votes 

46.9 

36 .9 

18.6 

27 .8 

29.0 

38.7 

36.5 

45.44 

43.86 

In G uj arat too, BJP shows no sign of retreat smce it established its 

stronghold in the 1989 general elections. Since then, it has always been the 

leading p:ury in the stare as revealed by th e Table above. ll owever, the INC also 

does not seem to be farther away fro m th e I3.JP; it's trailing the I3JP, wi th steadily 

decreasing margin of difference in terms of the percentage of votes obtained over 

the last ten years . i\s pointed o ut in the previous chapter (Chapter 5 in the 

section on Parry Politics and Move ment D ynamics), one p oss ible reason for the 

BJ P leading the list may b e that it is the only parry with an impress ive 

em·ironmental agenda in its elec tion manifesto, however, not suggesting that this 

is the absolute reason for its successes. This is because, if we see in terms of 

influence of the movement by the political parties, it is quite paradoxical that 

e\·en in the states like Madhya Pradesh and Maharastra where the movement has 

been strong, it has not been able to make any differe nce to the party in terms of 
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the pa.rtfs electoral results, despite the movement having a sharp difference 

specially in Gujarat with the BJP. Hence, there is a necessity to explore the 

relationship between the role of parties and movement dynamics, which of 

course, we undertake very cursorily in te sections to follow. 

Although the Narmada Bachao Andolan has not been influenced by any political 

party or its ideology, adeast apparendy, as it is claimed by the movement (by 

movement here l refer to the actors of the movement specially the leadership and 

the activists). This is evident from the result of the attitude scaling we conducted 

of the people involved in the movement, as presented below in Figure No. 6.8 

entitled 'Attitude Types on the Statement: : The Movement is Free from 

Influence of Political Parties'. 

Figure: 6.8 

Attitude Types on the Statement: The Movement is Free from Influence of 

Political Parties 

Attituchl Types on the Statement 
The llovement I• ~from llftluww:e of Polltlul Pan/ .. 

• & Strongly Disagree 

~ 
-3 Disagree 

! Agree 

0 10 20 30 50 
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However, this should not give the impression that the political parties 

have had no influence whatsoever in the movement. It is true that the political 

Parties have not actively participated in the movement or opposed it at a 

significantly high level, catching the attention of the media both at the national 

and international levels. It is also true that the political parties have not 

influenced the movement ideologically, either by imposing their ideology or by 
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way of distancing from it on ideological grounds. Political parties have not been 

insignificant players in the movement in the sense that they have had an 

ambivalent relationship with the movement throughout. I .et us briefly survey 

some of the instances from the movement. 

West Nimad District in Madhya Pradesh, a site of active NBA 

mobilization was supposed to be the bastion of the BJP and allied communal 

outfits right from the late 1940s. However, the constant process of Andolan 

created a new, psyche in the villagers and main activists. Though some of the 

villages were considered to be areas of BJP stro~ghold, the Ayodhya issue and 

the subsequent communalisation did not have much impact there. Not a single 
.• 

communal event is recot'ded in the Andolan villages. Moi-cover, political parties 

like Congress and the BJP in Madhya l?radesh at rare instances have supported 

the r\ndolan's demand of review of the dam but quite often the political parties 

have been in b\'our of a dam and they arc sharing fhcir concern with the NB;\ 

on the question of better resettlement. In Gujarat too, the political parties like the 

Congress and the BJP have at times are said to have supported the NBA's 

demands but it was noticed that the political parties and especially the BJP seems 

to be favouring the dam, and hence stands opposite to the NBA stand. In 

Maharastra, the political parties have been basically pro-dam. Hence, keeping 

aside the occasional support of the NBA anti-dam stand, the major political 

parties in the three states have been in favour of a dam. This creates an 

impression that the political parties ave been getting enough room to maneuver, 

sometimes supporting the movement (as in case of the Nimad and Alirajpur 

regions in Madhya Pradesh and the tribal/ adivasis areas in Maharastra, but quite 

often than not supporting the project (as in case of Gujarat) where the electoral 

comppsions dictate the parties to talk in favour of the project. This is a serious 

challenge to the Narmada Bachao 1\ndolan in its anti-dam struggle in the valley. 

The Andolan itself, as a part of its strategy, ts approaching the political' 

parncs in pursuit of solutions to the Narmada crisis. The Narmada Bachao 

.\ndolan has been viewing the Narmada and the related issues in the context of 

·the p~-cscnt political-structures and power relations. It is ·therefore, attempting to 
( 

bring about a change in these processes. To this end, the NBA has been trying to 
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convince both the party and non-party political fonnations about the urgency of 

the issues it is raising. Since 1986, the annada Bachao Andolan has been 

intet:acting with the leaders of different political parties, legislators and ideologues 

in the three states of Gujarat, Maharastrn and Madhya Pradesh. 

For the movement. therefore, the attitude of the political parties· is mostly on 

expected lines (Raina: 2003). They view the movement largely as anti

developmental Traditionally the left parties have been wary, or even opposed, to 

non-party groups, whether NGO or movement type, and in particular those 

espousing environmental causes. This was because the left parties saw them to 

have the potential of impeding the development projects and hence, seen as anti

worker. However, the degree of mobi1i2ation under the NBA banner has been 

difficult for most of the mainstream political parties, and individuals from these 

parties have overtly or covertly supported the movement from time to timeand 

ave increasingly expressed a desire to initiate discussions at party forums. 

Figure: 6.9 

Attitude Types on the Statement: Changes of Governements at State Level 

Have In.fluenced the Movement 

2 .6 

Attitude Types on the Statement: 
Changes of Government at the State Level 
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This ambivalence in the relationship between the movement and the 

political parties was further sought to be clarified by the present study through 

scaling of attitudes on the statement: Changes of Government at the State Level 

have influenced the movement both favourably and unfavourably. The results of 

the exercise also showed that the perception on the relationship between the two 

is also not vety clear. This can be obtained from the figure (6.4) presented above: 

In the figure we find that whereas 19.9 percent of the respondents strongly agree 

to the statement, 26.6 percent of them agree to it. Similarly, 6.6 percent of the 

respondents strongly disagree and 16.6 percent of them disagree. But still, a large 

chunk of them, that is, 30 percent of the respondents arc undecided. This further 

makes it clear that the movement has confusing and ever changing relations with 

tc political parties and hence, the influence of the political parties cannot be 

clearly ascertained in the moveme~t. 

Hence, although activists deny that the movement is influenced by any 

political party, yet there is considerable acceptance of the fact that the changes of 

government at the state and centre have had their impacts on the movement. 

6.4.9. Role of the NGOS and Movement Dynamism 

A number of non-governmental organizations have been in alliance with 

the Narmada Bachao Andolan ip its struggle against the Sardar Sarovar project. 

Some important organizations which been with the NBA are the Civil Liberties, 

I<isan Sangharsha Samiti (lvfadhya Pradesh), Adhikar Sangh (Gujarat), Manav 

I<alyan Trust (I<:hedbrahma), Navsarjan Trust (Surat), Utthan Trust 

(!\hmedabad), Sahiyar (\'\/omen's Organization-Baroda), 0\akh (Women's 

Organizatjon~Baroda), Punarutthan Tnist, Inquilabi Coimnunist Sangathan 

(lhroda), Dankuni Mines Virodhi Sangharsha Samiti (Anti-Mines Sn·uggle), 

llawkcrs Union, Shram.ik Parishads, Anti-Resorts Committee, Students' Christian 

Movement (Kerala) , Rastriya Yuva Sangathan, Smile (Delhi), Samnvay 

([\hmedabad), etc. All these organization has organized and participated m 

Yarious solidarity programmes in support of the Narmada Bachao Andolan. 

The NBA vividly illustrates the power of .building alliances with the 

international actors. The NBA has created solidarity groups globally. It has been 
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receiving support from the Grassroots movements in Europe and Latin America 

fighting against nco-imperialism, WTO and Globalization. Besides, NBJ\ has 

articulated its resistance through environmental groups such as International 

· Rivers Network (IRN), Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), The Friends of the 

Earth, Human and Indigenous Rights Organisations, etc. NBA has created \vhat 

Keck and Sikkink (1998) called .the '1ivn.rnalional /ldJJocary Ne/J)Jok/ (!'AN) or 

globally linked collectives of social movements. By sending faxes to international 

FNGOs such as EDF in Washington DC, Survival. "International (SI) in 

LondonFriends of the Earth in Tokyo, the NBJ\ was able to solicit support from 
I . 

these organizations, which in turn put pressure on politicians in the respective 

countries to stop the Bank from further funding for the Narmada Project. In 

this connection, Akula (1995) rightly st~tes: 

"/I ccordin~~ /o H'/orld tlltk ~[licial.r in dicn:~e ~~Narmada, !be inlemalional 

/inkJ JJJere mtcia/ in foi'l-ing tbe Bank to drop jillldingfor tbe Pr~fed" 

International lobbying against the Narmada Project has changed the 

character of negotiation between state and the domestic actors in complex ways. 

For instance, the NBA's alliance with the international NGOs, significant 

lobbying by the international NGOs against the Narmada Projects, and their 

pressure on the donor agencies eventually led to the withdrawing of support for 

Narmada Project by the \'V'orld Bank and the Japanese Government in the later 

half of the 1980s and the be'ginning of the 1990s (Udall: 1998). In turn, this lack 

of major donor funding has repeatedly stalled the government project on dam 

construcnon. 

Initially the protests concentrated on issues of just compensation for the 

loss of land and livelihood, air resettlement and rehabilitation policies and their 

inl.plementation. The transnational linkages of the movement with the campaign 

against multilateral banks led over time to a shift of agendas and priorities of the 

mo,·ement. Hence, the isst;es of the mov~ment have transformed over time. The 

local mobilization and strategic action came to be focused increasingly on ending 

the World Bank funding for the project. Local grievances came to be articulated 

increasingly in terms of an environmental discourse which would have had 
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international legitimacy and legibility. Gradually, it led to the emergence of a no 

large dam agenda, for which there was large transnational support. Today, the 

strategic issue is opposition to large dams and espousing for alternative 

sustainable development strategy. Hence, the NGOs at the local/ national level 

as well as at the internationai level have contributed towards the movement 

affecting its objectives and strategies. 

6.5. TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE MOVEMENT 

From the standpoint of social organization, resistance efforts often 

initiate a process of redefinition of a variety of internal anq external relationships 

and institutions (as revealed from our discussion on vadous parameters of the 

mO\'ement and their implications for movement dynamics in the foregoing 

sections). The need to organize for resistance will exert a new form of pressure in 

the internal organization of the community. The organization of the resistance 

movement may sharpen both internal and external pre-existing conflicts and vice-
' 

versa. The existence of patterns of internal differentiation based on ethnicity, 

caste, or class in a community may constitute obstacles to the formations of the 

necessary levels of solidarity and cooperation (see for instance, the section on 

caste and movement dynamics) for effective resistance and may require efforts to 

alter local social structural patterns to enable the formation of an organized 

movement (see for example, the efforts made by the NBA to promote caste 

solidarity in caste differences infested villages in Nirnad, Madhya Pradesh), 

sometimes even by isolating or banishing the dissidents (for example, the 

description of the erstwhile activists as not being an activists by the NBA), or by 

attempting to redefine the social, structural elen1ents themsclves.This in .turn 

requires the shift towards new goals, with newer sets of strategies and tactics, and 

even shifts in the scales of mobilizations (because when the resistance 

actors that operate at the local, comtnunity level, the national political context, 

and the international or the global levels), resulting in the transformations in the 

support base and the nature of the movement itself. Hence, in te sections that 

follow, an attempt has been made to map the transformations in the movement 

under study. 
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6.5.1. Transformations of issues, objectives and demands 

.-\!though along the course of the movement we see shifts in the nature of 

the issues addressed by the NBA as has been discussed in the sections that 

foilmv, yet it is not to suggest that the movement picked up a stngle tssue at a 

particular point of time. One issue might ha\·e ga med significance at a give n point 

of rime due to compulstons emanating from either wtthin or wtthout the 

moYcmenr or borh, yet a host of interrel:tted and interconnected issues alw:tys 

flooded the agenda of the movement. This fact as been pointed out y the NBJ\ 

itself. The N L~ 1\ points out the multiple :tnd yet interrelated issues thrown up by 

rhc tnO\Ttnent as: 

.. . ,./!,· /.I'Jii<'J l'tli.i't'rl /;y !Ill' · l11rlo!ttll till' 11/kr tdtikrl, tllkt'JIIOI'I-'11. '1/wy 

l'lllrlltttkjiviJI !be .ra;;;c ..-y.r/eiJI and rcil(/one cad1 oilier . ./111 q/ tiJem o:i.rl in 

!be lm;ger reali(y q/ Indian political mlt11re, increaJing .rodo-economic 

depriiJalion and inequaliry, depleting natural re.roun-e base, increasing 

centralization, capitali.rtic tendendeJ and IJulgar COJ/Jitmeri.rm depriving lribal.r 

a11d other .rodo-economit di.radt,afltaged .redionJ qfpopulation, robbing them 

and tbeir tigbt to natural re.ro!lri'eJ, with increming international debt ... " 

(NBA: 1992) 

However, despite having a myriad of issues before it, the NBA focused 

on some speCific issues at specific points of rime during the course of the 

mm·cmetH. These issues t·oo ha\·e rheir roors touching the broad issues of 

dcpri\·atio n, soctal JUStice and rhe necessity to change the presen t state of affatrs. 

The followi ng sections how the movement experienced the change in the nature 

of priority issues at different phases of the movement. 

Initially, the Narmada Bachao Andolan concentrated on realizing its 

objecm·es on issues of just compensation for the loss of land and livelihood, fair 

re~ettlement and rehabilitation policies and their implementation. The basic 

demand at this stage of the movement was better implementation of polictes and 

programmes for a just and amicab le resettlement of the displaced and their 

proper rehabilitation. The linkages with the transnational network groups in 

cour~e of the movement, and their campaign agatnst multilateral hanks led over 
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nme to a shift of agendas and priorities. Hence, a new set of issues emerged as 

pertinent for the movement. 

The issue that took root after the NBA established its international 

linkages is that of ending the World Bank funding for the Project. Hence, local 

mobilizations and strategic actions came to be focused to this end. The objectives 

of the movement at this phase were to end the funding to the project by the 

multilateral lending agencies and institutions. The NBA advocacy of a no-dam 

stand started taking root since this stage of thc movement. 

The next shift that is observed in ~BA's issues is that gradually the local 

grievances came to e articulated increasingly in terms of an environmcntal 

discourse which would have had international legitimacy and legibility. Hence, in 

keeping with the previous stand, at this stage, the movement placed a demand for 

rhc rc\'iew of the project in terms of thc social, cconomic and cnvironmental 

benefits and costs. This shift in the demand of the NBA in favour of a review of 

the project can be comprehended in terms of the counter expertise produced by_ 

the NBA itself. This was because the NBA produced evidences of flat 

contradictions to the official claims, and also produced evidences to its own claim 

that the construction of the dams had violated the domestic and international 

law. Thus, the review was sought and the NBA demanded that in case the review 

proved the project to be unfeasible, it should be abandoned. 

The transformation of the issues is perennial to a living movement. The 

tssues then transformed to the question of a 'No Dam' agenda for which there 

was an international support. 

Finally, although tics up to the issuc discussed above, today thc NB/\ 

talks in the line of abandoning big dam projccts and developing an alternative 

development paradigm that is locally situated and locally participated. 

6.5.2. Transformations of the Strategies 

In tlus section we dwell on an analysis of the different phases of the 

movement with a focus on the changes in the strategies and the nature of the 
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'repertoires of contention' (farrow: 1998), focusing on the argument that the 

_strategic changes and movement transformations relate to the '~yde.r ~/.rlm,ggle' and 

the 'ryde.r ~lleaming', referring to feedback loops between theoty and practice. This 

feedback loop is animated by a pattern. For instance, the lack of a suitable 

strategy or tactic in a movement may. be experie!Jccd through a faiiL1re in 

a<;hieving the desired goals in a particular phase of the movement. This failure 

leads to the development of a new strategy, and the process goes on, sometimes 

with the failures experienced by the movement, and sometimes with an 
-

incremental success, with a desire to achieve more comprehensive goals through 

more appropriate and adet1uatcly efficient strategies and tactics. This dynamisni is 

produced in a process in which movements design a set of strategi_es to pursue 

prcconcci\'cd objectives and dcm:t11ds, discover the inadctjuacies and inaptness of 

the initially employed repertoires of contentions in its interactions ~vith the 

opponents, leading to the understanding for the need of better strategies, and so 

on. In the process of such cyclic confrontations and resultant changes in 

strategies, the movement itself undergoes transformations, for instance, because 

of the changes in the nature of the support base, which inturn leading to the 

rethinking of experiences and further changes in strategies 

The NBA's opposition to the dam stems from a sophisticated critique o( 

the project as a whole, and therefore, its approach has required a response that is 

similarly complex. Acknowledging this complex.ity, Medha Patkar, the leader of 

the NBA stated that, 

'1F.!! in India )eel that the people\ motJeJJienlx }}Jho lake "P·Ihe.re i.rJ"Ite.r mml 

/Jm,e a comprebemit;e politico-economil', .ro,ial ideology, 1v!/idJ mcry no/ l'ome 

;mre!J ji·om Gandhi or 1\!lmx, but a combination ~/ IJatiolfJ ana!J.ri.r,, tooL,· 

that all o~/ them /)(lt'C r!fjim:d to 11.r" (Interview of McJha by Venu 

Govindu, August 7). 

Hence, the NBi\ has used not one but a host of strategies and still a 

greater number of tactics within these strategies in the movement, giving a 

, dri,·ing force to the movement to grow and move. We have attempted a 

discussion on the various strategies and tactics used y the movement at different 
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stages and the consequent dynamism and transformations 1n the movement in 

the sections that follow. 

During the initial phase of the movement, especially up to 1989, the NBA 

resorted to the strategy of lobbying and petitioning the officials of the state. This 

strategy had proved to be an effective strategy in case of the Silent Valley 

i\[ovemcnt ir1 Kcrala in the 1970s and up to the mid-1980s Qayal: 2000). 

llmvc,·cr, this strategy proved to be a failure in case of the NarmaJa Bachao 

A!1dolan against the SSP. Hericc, the strategy of the movement transformed in its 

interactions with the state responses to its demands. Hence, the movement was 

required to draw up a new strategy for the rest of the life of the movement. Thus, 

the movement chose a non-violent dil:ect action strategy. As Baviskar (1995) 

points out, the NBA chose the non-violent strategy to ward of police action that 

could completely cmsh the movement. However, a detailed description of the 

rationale for chasing non-violent direct action by the NBA has been explained by 

Chittaroopa Palit, an activist of the Movement (Palit: 2003) 

Hence, one of the primary strategies of the NBA in the period especially 

after 1989 has been the non-violent direct action strategy, guided by the tenets of 

Gandhian philosophy. Within this broad strategy of this non-violent direct 

action, the NBA ha.s been employing various tactics like satyagraha (non-violent 

peaceful marches), rallies, dlwma.r (sit-ins), and aan.ran.r (hunger-strikes) to voice 

their opposition, The most notable of the non-violent direct action used by the 
. . . 

NB,'\ include the f-Iarsud Rally (1989), the Manibcli Sa(yac~ralw (1991), and the 

Dhomkhedi Sa(yagra/){1; and, one of the most successful tactics employed by the 

NB[\ has been the creation of the jal .wmarpan dal (the suicide squad), who have 

pledged not to leave the valley and instead to drown along with theil· fields, cattle 

and their houses. The jal .rammpan group has internalized the tactic so much so 

that a villager in Manibeli observed, 

"Jf?"j!Y Jho111d I leaJ)e Jl(Y crop.r and wttle lo lit'e in the J!mm ~l BoJlJbcry? If I 

JllltJI die, then I 1vill die here ... " (Dharmadhikary: 2000). 
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From this it is evident that the movement has been able to inculcate in its 

followers the necessity of employing such non- violent direct action strategies 

and tactics to pressurize the government on the issue. Inasmuch as the 

movement acquired newer skills through strategic learning, the movement also 

failed to achieve its demands and objectives of its adamant no dam position 

through non-violent direct action tactics. Hence, it had to develop a newer 

repertoire of actio~ within the broad framework of Gandhian non-violence for 

the upcoming phases of the movement . 

.Although in keeping with the strategy of the non-,-iolcnt direct action, the 

NB.A has resorted to '/~gal action' as a strategy in the 1990s. The NBA took to 

legal acnon by petitioning the ·Supreme Court of India to suspend the 

construction of the SSP in 1994. The movement at this point adopted a more 

moderate position of demanding the review of the SSP (Sen: 2000a, 2000b, nd.). 

According to Sen, this move was a tactical one made probably to restore· the 

movement's declining credibility, although· the justification was that the review 

was necessary because of the adverse cost-benefit ratio, the underestimation of 

the number of the oustees, te underestimation of the environmental impacts, the 

exaggerated hydrological data on the water available in te river, and the skewed 

regional and social distribution of the benefits of the dam (Patkar: 1995). The 

NBA was able to provide much evidence to back up its claims about the social 

and ecological assessment of the project. The NBA experienced the success of 

the use of this strategy of legal action when the Supreme <;:ourt ordered a halt in 

the further construction of the dam. However, the success was only temporary 

and short ~ived as the court finally allowed the construction with the proposed 

increase in dam height. This came to the shock of the NBJ\ and the recourse to 

legal acrion as a strategy of the movement too proved to be futile with the verdict 

of the Court. The failure of revie\v and jury politics owes to the influence of the 

social structure, that is, the influence of the Patidar landowning class of central 

Gujarat over the state, wich was compelled to restrain any move of the centre 

that could amount to conceding to the demands of the NBA. 

However, one of the most important strategic and tactical frames 

employed by the NBA in its struggle in the valley is the strategy of alliance 
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building. The NBA has successfully built alliances with the 'affir.ity groups' at 

home and abroad, thereby contributing to its support base and strength. At 
' I 

home, the NBA has become a key member of the National Alliance of the 

People's Movements (NAPM), a coalition which deals with issues of social and 

ecological justice. At the international level, the NBA has networked with a 

California based NGO called the International Rivers network (IRN), the World 

Commission on Dams (\'{!CD), the Environmental defense Fund (EDF) etc, 

which have played an important role in the internationalization of the movement. 

However, it needs to be noted at this point that th.ese strategies have not 

been used by the movement ii1 a linear sequence, each representing the particular 

phase of the movement. \'V'hat is true is that each of these strategies has become 

important individually at different ph;ses of the movement with the nature of the 

isstie at sta\.;:e. Whereas lobbying and petitioning was significant only in the 

form::nive stage of the movement and the usc of legal action was bold in the mid 

1990s, the·non-violent direct action have been used by the movement at almost 

every stage of the movement, of course, with varying degrees of intensity as 

dictated b the necessity of the time, context and issue in question. For instance, 

there were saryagrahas even before the institutionalization of the movement as a 

monolithic, pan-state movement. In a similar way, the alliance formation strategy, 

although limited in scope, led to the formation of the broader coalition called the 

NBA our of the fragmented and localized organizations which initiated the 

stirrings in opposition to the dam. Even today, satyagrahas and r~llies are held at 

frequent intervals in the valley (Rajghat Dharna-1998; Rally in the Val1ey-19<J9); 

with an ever increasing process of alliance formation with the like minded 

organizations both nationally and internationally. 

t\part. from using the strategy of Candhian non-violent direct action and 

its allied tacrics, the movement has also devised and employed a wide range of 

nam..- (slogans), which have acted not only as methods of resistance by succinctly 

artlculating movement demands within demonstrations and rallies and on protest 

banners. NaraJ have acted as the pulse of the movem~nt in lifting the energy of 

the meetings, they have been used to punctuate the speeches of leaders, to incite 

moments of participation and inclusion amongst the audience, to end a person\ 
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speech· or to conclude a meeting, to weave a meeting crowd together, to 

propagandize the goals and demands of the movement, to act as a greeting or a 

farewell when an activist arrives or leaves a meeting, as a call and a response 

mechanism unifying the speaker and the audience in a meeting, and also to add 

,-oice to particular points made by a speaker as an amplification of the voice and 

arguments of the speaker. The 1/tllt:IJ represent the confluence of different and yet 

braided counter-hegemonic discourses. For instance, nara.r like Ko!Ji Nabi l-lat~ga, 

Baandh Nahi Banegd C:..Ve Shall Not Move, The Dam Will Not Be Built) articula~es 

the participants' political intent in the face of threatened submergenceand 

attempted eviction; Jangal, Jameen K11ni Chee, At111i C!Jee, Amri Chee (fo Whom 

Does the Forest and Land Belong-It Is Ours, It Is Ours) articulates the 

customary rights of the adivasis over the forest and land; J angal, Jameen Dubaala-

Rupa T/Ja11i11 Kc!Y Kmta ? (You are submerging forests, \X'hat is the point of 

planting trees?), Vika.r Cha/Jrye, Vina.rh Nahi (We se~k Development, Not 

Destruction) lay naked the failures of the developmental state to deliver common 

good; £-ia111ara Gaon Nfein F-lamara Rr!J· (Our Rule in Our Village) articulates the 

politico-cultural project of self rule within the adivasis areas; and /l{//"C/J !·ike 

Doobc11g1~h Par Na/Ji f-latwgeh (We will drown but we shall not Move) articulates the 

attachment of the' people to their ancestral land. (see the· section on cultural 

legacies and movement dynamics in the present chapter for details) and the idea 

of self sacrifice inherent in the practice of satyagraha-the kingpin of the 

movement's strategy. 

The use of 11ara.r is made in such a manner that they suit the contextual 

rcqmrements of the movement. Although some nmm are chanted almost 

uni\rersally in all occasions of the movement, yet most of them are created to 

highlight and articulate specific issues confronting the movement at specific 

phases of the movement. The birth of a particular Nara owes to the mutual and 

dialogical interactions between the structural parameters of the movement and 

the movement :1gcnts like the activists and the leaders of the movement. lienee it 

i:; noticed that with the transformations in the nature of the issues and demands 

of the movement, similar shifts have taken place in the themes of the nmm. The 

ncmlJ have been moving and transforming with the movement of and the 

transformations in the movement. 
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6.5.3. Transformation in the Nature of the Support Base 

A movement's life course is also determined by the changing nature of its 

support base. The NBA still holds a strong support base in the three riparian 

states of Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Maharastra, with an ever increasing 

support base outside the valley, in India and abroad, through networks and 

alliances. However, the movement is characterized by a contradiction from 

within in term.s of its support base. Whereas it has a broadening support base 

outside the valley, there has been a continuous shrinking of the support from 

within, that is, the affected people. This has been pointed :out by several scholars 

on and ex-activists with the movement. 

Gail Omvedt (2004) holds that the NBi\ is not the most mass-based 

movement or even the most effective kind of environmental movement today. 

Her survey of the movement reveals that in the initial phase of the movement 

and particularly up to 1987 when Medha Patkar and th~ NBA pointed out that it 

was not possible to rehabilitate all the people displaced by the project and as such 

the project had to be opposed, the NBA had a readymade support base both in 

India and abroad. The readymade support base with the movement gave an 

impetus to the NBA to enthusiastically organize the first major mass rally called 

the Harsud Rally in October 1989. The rally consequently helped the NBA to 

gather a mass following. However, the trend was short lived reaching its zenith 

with the Sangharsha Yatra of December 1990 to January 1991. The process 

climaxed with the Ferkuva Rally (1991) and became static at this point with the 

Gujarat government standing adamantly against it by winning and mobilizing a 

huge population of farmers and adivasis on its side. This begai1 the gradual 

process of NBA losing its support base from within the Narmada valley. 

h·om the point of vtew of the support base of the movement, this 

Ferkuva Rall)· became the turning point as in its aftermath, the dam evictees of 

~vladhya Pradesh and Maharastra thought it prudent to opt for rehabilitation as 

they felt that the construction of the Dam could not be stopped. Omvedt (ibid) 

points out that even fifty percent of the dam oustees decided to take land offered 

in Akkalk.ua by the Maharastra Government. With this, a chunk of the 
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Maharastra component of the NBA support base fell apart of the movement, a 

large majority of the tribal oustees of Madhya Pradesh also opted for 

rehabilitation, the participation of the backward caste farmers of Madhya Pradesh 

in the NBA started showing signs of decline (Rahul: 2000), and activists erstwhile 

with the NBr\ started coming out of the NBA (for instance, people like 

Khajiabhau of Savia village who had been in the 21-day fast with Medha Patkar 

deserted the NBA). Thus, since 1991, the NBA has gradually lost its support base 

in the Narmada valley. 

Dwivedi (1999) has also made an in-depth academic study on the nature 

of the NB~\ support base. He concludes that the NBA l;as in course of time 

witnessed the significant erosion of the adivasi support base in the valley. To this 

effect, Dwivedi quotes an activist of the NBA from Madhya Pradesh who has left 

the n1ovetnent, as: 

"In t!Je !clJ! t!Jree year.r, I haJJe l~ji tl1e N B/1. I bcwe 110 relation JJJil t!Je /om/ 

NBA leaderJ· in t!Je IJi/lage.r a11d thry blame me for Jp!itting tbe village on tbi.r 

0 " lJJ/Ie 0 0 0 

From this it is evident that there are not only the instances of the activists 
' 

of the NBA desert the movement, but also the process of splits and factions 

c9ming up within the support base of the movement. This gradual loss of the 

mass base of the movement has been more or less acknowledged even by 

Arund.hati Roy who has been working with the rnovement not only as an activist 

but also as an inspirational force. She says: 

"B11tjig!Jting people lire. T!J~y fall ill, thry grow old. E1jen the _yo11ng t{ge 

pn:;;;a/1/rc(y. For /]]JW!Y _yecm· 110111, .rince the !n"bmwl.r award, the rc~~ged 

Cli"II~Y in the JJa!lry ba.r !iJJed in tbefear C!l eJJidion .. . " 

Even Sanjay Sangvai, an 'insider' activist of the movement acknowledges 

the decline in the support base of the movement who regards it as natural 

phenomena. According to him, 
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'There bm;e been man_y ups and downs, aJ· in an_y other mot;ement. _Mqt?_y 

people baiJe de.retted the motleJ1Jelll, w/Jid; i.r but natural gil;en the tremendoti:r 

pre.rJIIre on the people, the repre.r.rion, in.remrit_y and the 'threat of 

. . mbmergence." (Sangvai: Rejoinder-How to strengthen the struggle 

in the Narmada Valley). 

However, the NBA has been trying to keep its support base as strong as 

e,·er and it's mobilizing the populations outside the valley. According to Sangvai, 

'The /lndolan ha.r beo1 creating a .r11pporl ba.re in are~1.r adjacent to !be 

JJa/l~y --ill S hahada, Taloda, Nandurbm~ Dondaidw and q/ l"Ottr.re Dhule. 

The NBA bas been interacting Jvitb mass organi.ratiom in MP like the 

Ekata Pmishad, the ChbattiJgarh M1tkli Mordw, Bhopal Ga.r Pidit 

orgaui.ratiou, Ki.rau Sanghm:rha S amiti ek. !11 Malwrasblra, the NB./1 lws 

bee11 C/11 adi!Je pmt11er iu the .rtmggle q/ arfil,a.ri ot~WIIIi.ratio!l.r in the Konkan 

through the Sboshit Jan ./lndolan, a loo.re fonf!JJ qfotganisalion.r. Right from 

Na11durbar, Dhule di.riJicl to Vidarbha, South Central Maharashtra and 

Konkan, Marath1vada, there are otgani.ratiolls which hc11Je em adi!;e co

ordination with the NBA. The NBA is also associated 1vitiJ adivmi 

ot:gaui.wtion.r in the Dangs, Pamhmaha/.1· and Chhota Udepur in Gt!Jarat, 

r~nd o11.rkc.r in Rc!)a.ri!Jclll and nmt/J-eml Ct!)arctl. "(ibiu) 

6.5.4. Transformation in the Nature of the Movement 

The NBA, which started as a struggle of the innocent, simple tribals has 

undergone a sea change in its course of over twenty years. Initially, when the 

movement began with its demand of the right to information about the costs and 

benefits of the dam and how the trauma of displacement would be compensated, 

the movement was a scattered one, with a series of sporadic protests by different 

organizations, dotting the three riparian states. This phases of the movement 

used lobbying and petitioning as its principal strategy. 

In 1988-1989, with all the organizations protesting adaginst displacement 

by the Narmada Project and against the improper and inadequate resettlememnt 
' 

and rehabilitation schemes coming together, the emerging collective was 

christened as the NBA. The nomenclature of the NBi\ as an emerging collective 
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signified the transformation in the nature of the struggle from the scattered to a 

more coherent and a monolithic collective, with well defined ob jectives, demands 

and strategie s. Apart from the issues of displacement, resettlemen t and 

rehabilitation, the movement also started questioning the project in terms of its 

social , human and environmental costs. 

The turning point in the transformation of the nature of the NA was the 

entry of the \'V'orld Bank in to the scene and the campaigns of the movement to 

pressurize the Bank to withdraw from the project. Becau~e, it was as a result of 

this th at the move ment transformed from a nationally recognized movement to a 

mm·ement of international recognitio n and repute. Th is tra nsformation was 

broug,ht about by the changed nature of its objectives, issues and dema nd s :tnd 

the corroponding change in it s st rategy . The movement at this stage began to 

phy the politics of alliance bui1ding with transnational groups, networking with 

various international N GOs and pressurizing the Bank to withdraw funding to 

the project. It stood with its agenda of total opposition to the dam and advocated 

a strong no- dam position. 

Although the Bank withdrew, the movement realized the limitations of 

the utopian no-dam position and softened its position to the review of te project. 

This was facilitated by the production of the counter-expertise on the project by 

the movement which could expose the hollowness of the governmen t claims 

such as of rehabilitation, on hydrological data of th e project, o n cost-be nefit 

matrix. and of bnd :wailab ility for resettlement, among many othe rs. 

ln its next phase, the movement turned towards the villages again, 

keeping :1li\' e its spirits of alliance formations and networking at th e national and 

tntnn:ttio n:d levels. I Lunara (; ao n 1\tlein I !amara RaJ beca me the theme of the 

mm·ement. The movement attempted to ga rner support and reach deep to the 

nlbges. :1dopting the methods of village non -cooperation (Caon Banrlht), 

prepanng for monsoon saryagrahas by forming samarpit dals in the village. 

However, tts review politics and jury politics continued even at tis stage of the 

n1ovement. 
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The movement also showed a shift in terms of its goals and objectives. 

Its next strategy was to advocate a reconstruction of the society, economy and 

polity by way of Nava Nirman in the valley. Nava Nirman was an experiment of 

the movement to develop an alternative system of participatory governance and 

sustamable development in the valley. One of the objectives of the movement 

behind the i'..Jrll' Nir111r111 strategy was to expose the futiliry and inefficacy of rhe 

go\'ernance system and development paradigm thrust upon the people by the 

state. The Na!' Nirman centered on activities like opening up of the schools like 

the ./iJitlll J'aaltJJ and developing micro-credit facilities for the local poor. 

NBr\'s jury politics failed with the Supreme Court verdict in 2000. The 

Nl3A protested against the decision leading to the arrest of many. Despite the 

blow meted on the NBA, it is still adamant and is striving for a more 

comprehensive and authoritative review of the dam by a new tribunal. Although 

the verdict has sounded the death bell for the movement, yet the movement is 

thriving with an arduous toil, harping primarily on the issue of full and just 

rehabilitation of the already ousted people, and surviving as a part of the broader 

canvass of peoples' movement in India. 

Hence, in course of its evolution and development, the movement has 

undergone metamorphosis several nmes, with changes tn its thematic 

oricnr:nions. changes in strategies, canges tn support bases, and finally changes in 

the structure of the movement, from a local movement to a national one, and 

f111ally becoming a movement of global significance . . 

6.6. IMPLICATIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

Articulated as a discourse of oppo~itional populism, the social movement 

in the Narmada valley indicts the ways in which India's developmental trajectory 

has been moulded by the interest of the dommant groups, leading to the 

perpetual marginalization of the poor and the needs for soctal JUsrtce, 

participatory democracy and environmental sustainabi_lity. The movement, 

through its vision of alternative development and Nm;a Nirmm1 activities has been 

attempting to bring about a change in the meaning of development and social 

transformation. This articulation of the vision of alternative development by the 

mo\'ement stems from the counter-expertise developed by the movement vis-a-
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v1s the claims of the governments about environmental sustainability and the 

benefits of development through the project, and the movement's attempt to 

expose the false claims of the government. Hence, it's reconstructive and Nm1a 

NinJIC/11 activities relate to the shifts in strategies of the movement, as a response 

to the state's failure to deliver public good m forms of decentralized 

development, social justice, equity and rights of the po.or to their legitimate 

livelihood opportunities. Hence, the changes and/ or a combination of the 

changes in the parameters of the movement, its objectives, goals and strategies 
I 

beat positive implications for sustainability in the Valley. 
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